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Abstract 

Nowadays, there is growing interest in face detection applications for 

unconstrained environments. The increasing need for public security and national 

security motivated our research on the automatic face detection system. For public 

security surveillance applications, the face detection system must be able to cope 

with unconstrained environments, which includes cluttered background and 

complicated illuminations. Supervised approaches give very good results on 

constrained environments, but when it comes to unconstrained environments, even 

obtaining all the training samples needed is sometimes impractical. The limitation of 

supervised approaches impels us to turn to unsupervised approaches. 

In this thesis, we present an efficient and unsupervised face detection system, 

which is feature and configuration based. It combines geometric feature detection 

and local appearance feature extraction to increase stability and performance of the 

detection process. It also contains a novel adaptive lighting compensation approach 

to normalize the complicated illumination in real life environments. We aim to 

develop a system that has as few assumptions as possible from the very beginning, is 

robust and exploits accuracy/complexity trade-offs as much as possible. Although 

our attempt is ambitious for such an ill posed problem-we manage to tackle it in the 

end with very few assumptions. 

Keywords: face detection, skin color, configurational verification, morphological 

operators, eye detection, local gray value, mouth area, corner detection 
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CHAPTER 

Introduction and Summary 

1.1 Introduction 

Each human has a face that is unique and provides information about the identity 

of its owner. 

1.1.1 Human Face Recognition 

We detect and recognize human faces in our daily life, effortlessly. The face 

recognition skill, also named face perception skill, seems to take no time for us to 

learn. Indeed, by two months of age, face perception skill has already been developed, 

so specific areas of the brain are known to be activated by viewing faces (1]. 

According to Roark et al [2), humans can keep track of hundreds, if not thousands, of 
individual faces, which far exceeds our ability to memorize individual exemplars 
from any other class of objects. This human face 'processing' skill can make 

simultaneous use of a variety of information from the face, including information 

about the age, sex, race, identity and even current mood of the person. We are further 

able to track facial motions that alter the configuration of features, making it diff icult 

to encode the structure of the face. What is more, we are capable of these impressive 

feats of visual information processing even when the viewing conditions are variable 

or less than optimal. 

One of the most widely accepted theories of face recognition [3] argues that 

understanding faces involves several stages; from basic perceptual manipulations on 

the sensory information to derive details about the person (such as age, gender or 

attractiveness), to being able to recall meaningful details such as their name and any 

relevant past experiences of the individual. 

The model and procedure of human face recognition remain an arguing topic. 
Many models have been built, some are even contradictory to each other. An 
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outstanding model developed by psychologists Vicki Bruce and Andrew Young [31 

argues that face perception might involve several independent sub-processes 

working in unison. 

.A 'view centered description' is derived from the perceptual input. Simple 

physical aspects of the face are used to work out age, gender or simple 

facial expressions. Most analysis at this stage is on feature-by-feature basis. 

. This initial information is used to create a structural model of the face, 

which allows it to be compared to other faces in memory, and across views. 

This explains why that the same person seen from a novel angle can still be 

recognized. This structural encoding can be seen to be specific for upright 

faces as demonstrated by the Thatcher effect. 

. The structurally encoded representation is transferred to notional 'face 

recognition units' which in conjunction with 'person identity nodes' allow 

the person to be identified by information from semantic memory. 

Interestingly, the ability to produce someone's name when presented with 

their face has been shown to be selectively damaged in some cases of brain 

injury, suggesting that naming may be a separate process from being able to 

produce other information about a person. 

This model suggests that the human face recognition process is based on a 

feature-by-feature architecture. Also, data from memory experiments suggest that 

humans use both feature-based and configured information to recognize faces [4], 

with perhaps special reliance on facial configurations [5]. Manipulations aimed at 

perturbing the configuration of a face or at disrupting our ability to process its 

configurational information are tested [4], [6], [7], and all of them turn out to 

strongly affect the human recognition accuracy and processing speed. 

A famous example of these manipulations is the Margaret Thatcher Illusion [8]. 

A picture of a face can be ̀ Thatcherized' by inverting the eyes and the mouth, then 

inverting the entire picture, as shown in Fig. 1.1(a). Most people do not notice the 

gross distortion of the configuration of the facial features in the Thatcherized portrait, 

while it is easy to everyone to figure it out in Fig. 1.1(c). There is the evidence that 
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humans are highly sensitive to the configuration of the features in a face, but the 

Margaret Thatcher illusion illustrates that even human face recognition has some 

important processing limits for non-typical views. 

Iý 
Y 
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ýY 

Fig 1.1 Thatcher illusion: (a) Thatcherized portrait (b) Upside-down portrait (c) Inverted Thatcherized 

portrait (d) Normal portrait 

Another example showing that the human face recognition is based on feature 

and configuration is the Hollow Face illusion, as shown in Fig. 1.2. The hollow face 

illusion illustrates that human face recognition in is not based on 3-1) shape or 

convexity of the face, but the configuration of Facial features and the properties of'the 
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features. This provides an important cue that face detection and recognition in still 

images is an achievable goal. 

Fig 1.2 Hollow face illusion. (a) Illusion (b) Real convexity 

ý``ý 

Furthermore, it is possible that the facial movements may also complicate the 

job of the perceiver for recognizing faces. It is likely that the information needed to 

recognize faces can be found in the invariant or unique form and configuration ofthe 

features. Non-rigid facial movements can alter the configuration of facial features, 

also in a dramatic way. Anyway, research on the effects of various motions on 

recognition accuracy is just beginning [9]. 

1.1.2 Computer Face Recognition 

Computer face recognition is an important topic of machine vision and learning. 

Research in computer face recognition is motivated not only by the fundamental 

challenges this recognition problem poses, but also by numerous practical 

application where human identification is needed. Comparing with other biometric 

technologies, face recognition is natural, non-intrusive and easy to use. Thomas 

Huang et al [11] summarize the applications of computer face recognition into 10 

major categories, as listed in Table 1.1. A typical face recognition system consists of 

four modules: detection, alignment, feature extraction and matching. 
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Table 1.1 

FACE RECOGNITION APPLICATION CATEGORIES 

Category Exemplar application scenarios 

Driver licenses, entitlement programs, immigration, 
Face ID national ID, passports, voter registration, welfare 

registration 

Border-crossing control, facility access, vehicle access, 
smart kiosk and ATM, computer access, computer 

Access control program access, computer network access, online 
program access, online transaction access, long distance 
learning access, online examinations access, online 
database access 

Terrorist alert, secure flight boarding systems, stadium 
audience scanning, computer security, computer 

Security application security, database security, file encryption, 
intranet security, Internet security, medical records, 
secure trading terminals 

Advanced video surveillance, nuclear plant surveillance, 
Surveillance park surveillance, neighborhood watch, power grid 

surveillance, CCTV control, portal control 

Smart cards Stored value security, user authentication 

Crime stopping and suspect alert, shoplifter recognition, 
suspect tracking and investigation, suspect background 

Law enforcement check, identifying cheats and casino undesirables, 
post-event analysis, welfare fraud, criminal face retrieval 
and recognition 

Face databases Face indexing and retrieval, automatic face labeling, face 
classification 

Multimedia management 
Face-based search, face-based video segmentation and 
summarization, event detection 

HCI Interactive gaming, proactive gaming Human computer interaction 

Others Antique photo verification, very low bit-rate image & 
video transmission, etc. 
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In the marketing perspective, face recognition systems have a broad range of 

applications, including some critical ones. For example, face ID in security systems 
is becoming more and more important for public security under the threat of 
terrorisms. Also, face recognition and description is a key feature for video 
indexing, searching and management. Thus, the potential demand for face 

recognition systems is very high. If a mature face recognition system appears, the 

market would rapidly develop. 

In the paper of [11], it is pointed out that at present the face recognition 
technology is most promising for small or medium scale applications, such as office 

access control and computer log in. And it still faces great technical challenges for 

large-scale deployments such as airport security and general surveillance. Current 
face recognition technology is still not robust, especially in unconstrained 

environments, and recognition accuracy is not enough. Several systems installed at 

public places have not received positive feedback based on their poor performance. 
But nowadays, under the shadow of global terrorism, public security is at the risk. 
Thus requirement for a full-automatic, or at least semi-automatic, public surveillance 

system is increasing. Such a system must also be able to work in outdoor and public 

environment, which makes it a very challenging system to implement. 

In [10], Stan Z. Li summarizes the technical challenges of face recognition 
technology as below: 

" Large variability in facial appearance 

" Highly complex nonlinear manifolds 

" High dimensionality and small sample size 

Li suggests two strategies for dealing with the above difficulties: feature 

extraction and pattern classification based on the extracted features. The first 
includes two levels of processing: (1) normalize face images geometrically and 
photometrically; and (2) extract features in the normalized images which are stable 
with respect to such variations. The second strategy is to construct classification 
engines able to solve difficult nonlinear classification and regression problems in the 
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feature space and to generalize better. 

We know that trying to build up a universal face recognition system is 

impractical. So to build up a system, one has to setup some constraints. Like what the 
intended situation for the application and how strong constraints are assumed, 
including pose, illumination, facial expression, age, occlusion, and facial hair. The 

current maturity of the technology is as following: Real-time face detection and 
tracking in the normal indoor environments is relatively well solved, whereas more 

work is needed for handling outdoor scenes. Assuming the image resolution is good 

enough, current face recognition technologies work well for frontal faces without 

exaggerated expressions and under illumination without much shadow. Recognizing 

faces in an unconstrained daily life environment without user's cooperation remains 

a challenge, 

Face Detection cLocatiun, Face Detect, oni Aligned Freature 
ImagoVidw Face Feature Vector Feature cc ID 

............ . ... Extraction Matching 
Tracking Tracking 

Database of 
Enrolled Users 

Fig 1.3 Face Recognition processing flow 

1.1.3 Computer Face Detection 

Face Detection is defined in [12] as: Given an arbitrary image, the goal of face 

detection is to determine whether or not there are any faces in the image and, if 

present, return the image location and extent of each face. 

Face detection is a key problem in pattern recognition. It is important because it 

is not only an essential first step towards a fully automated face recognition system, 
as shown in Fig. 1.3, but also its reliability has a major influence on the performance 
and the usability of the entire face recognition system. According to Stan Z. Li [101, 

an ideal face detector should be able to identify and locate all the present faces 
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regardless of their position, scale, orientation, age, and expression. Furthermore, the 

detection should be irrespective of extraneous illumination conditions, complex 
backgrounds in real life and the image/video representations. M. H. Yang et al [12] 

attributed the challenges associated with face detection to following factors: 

Pose. The images of a face vary due to the relative camera-face pose (frontal, 

45 degree, profile, upside down), and some facial features such as an eye or 
the nose may become partially or wholly occluded. 

9 Presence or absence of structural components. Facial features such as 
beards, mustaches, and glasses may or may not be present and there is a 

great deal of variability among these components including shape, color, 

and size. 

. Facial expression. The appearances of faces are directly affected by a 

person's facial expression. 

. Occlusion. Faces may be partially occluded by other objects, In an image 

with a group of people, some faces may partially occlude other faces. 

. Image orientation. Face images directly vary for different rotations about 
the camera's optical axis. 

. Imaging conditions. When the image is formed, factors such as lighting 

(spectra, source distribution and intensity) and camera characteristics 
(sensor response, lenses) affect the appearance of a face. 

In Fig. 1.4, we give out an example for each of the factors. 
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Fig 1.4 Face detection challenges: (a) pose (b) present of'structural elements (c) facial expression (d) 

occlusion (e) image orientation (t) image conditions 

With considering the aforementioned psychological research results, we decided 

that our face detection system should be concentrating on with the first strategy, 

which is feature extraction. With a robust feature detector, the face / non-face 

classification will not be a big problem. If the feature detector is weak, given the 

system would be used in the unconstrained environment, it would he very difficult 

for the classification engine to do the classification correctly. 

1.2 Summary of this thesis 

In this thesis I restrict myself to the face detection problem, towards an efficient 

and unsupervised face detection system. 

1.2.1 Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 is a literature review of existing face detection approaches. In the 

chapter, we will discuss and compare various approaches to the face detection 

problem, including supervised approaches. The comparison will enable us to better 

understand the assumptions, advantages and limitations of these approaches. At the 
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same time, we explain the reason that we choose the architecture of our scheme, and 
how that helps to achieve our final goal of the face detection system we are after. 

In the following two chapters, I would represent my scheme towards the 

efficient and unsupervised face detection system. These chapters will form the main 
body of this thesis. 

1.2.2 Chapter 3 

In the chapter, a skin region detector is represented. The detector starts with a 

novel adaptive lighting compensation algorithm, which is proved to be fast yet 

effective. Then a skin color model is developed. It is not a model tuned for some 

specific image databases, but just a general model setup from a few sample images 

gathered from real life. Finally, it comes to the most important step of our skin color 
detector. Morphological operators are applied to the mask generated by skin color 
filter, which substitutes the traditional merging process used in ( 18]. 

Experiments results are presented and comparisons with several existing 

approaches are made. Comparisons would be able to demonstrate that our scheme is 

faster and more effective on skin color region detection. Also, the accuracy of our 
detector on the selected face databases would be consistent. 

1.2.3 Chapter 4 

Based on the result of the skin region detector, multiple cues are used to detect 

the eyes, First of all, an eye detector utilizing comers, local gray pixels and edges is 

developed. Then with the possible eye candidates detected, we start our face 

verification process with the configurational knowledge of human faces, which that 

the mouth would be within a triangular range of the two eyes, The combination of 
feature extraction and configuration verification is inspired by the psychological 
research results in human face perception, 

1.2.4 Chapter 5 

This brings us to the end of this thesis, The conclusion chapter would summarize 
the contribution of this thesis in terms of its investigations into various approaches on 
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face detection, and building up an efficient and unsupervised face detection system 
based on features and configuration in the end, together with the novel approaches 

and heuristics presented in it. The chapter would also show possibilities for extension 

and improvements of the work and affect on other related works. 



CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Face detection has been studied for decades due to it is the foundation for many 

applications, such as face recognition, human-computer interaction and security 

surveillance systems. 

Various approaches for face detection are discussed in detail in [ 12]. The paper 

also categorizes the current face detection methods into four major categories, as 

shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 
CATEGORIZATION OF METHODS FOR FACE DETECTION IN SINGLE IMAGE 

Approach Representative Works 
Knowledge-based 

Multi-resolution rule-based method [23) 
Feature Invariant 

" Facial feature Grouping of Edges (24](25] 
" Texture Space Gray-Level Dependence matrix (SOLD) 

(26] 
" Skin-color Mixture of Gaussians [27][28] 
" Multiple features Integration of skin color, size and shape [29] 

Template Matching 
" Predefined face templates Shape template [30] 
" Deformable templates Active Shape Model (ASM) [3 1 

Appearance-based methods 
* Eigenface Eigenvector decomposition and clustering (32] 
* Distribution-based Gaussian distribution and multilayer perception 

. Neural network 

. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

. Na Baysian classifier 

. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 

. Information-Theoretical approach 

(331 
Ensemble of neural networks and arbitrary 
schemes [34] 
SVM with polynomial kernel [35) 
Joint statistics of local appearance and position 
[36] 
Higher order statistics with HMM [37) 
Kullback relative information [3 8] [3 9) 
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Appearance-based approaches, such as the ones utilizing Neural Networks [13] 

or view-based approaches (14], need numerous positive and negative samples as 
training samples. As pointed out in the survey on statistical pattern recognition by 

Jain et al [15), the performance of a classifier depends on both the number of 

available samples as well as the specific value of the samples. As to the template 

matching approaches, it is mostly depended on shapes. A robust shape descriptor is 

needed to extracted required shape features for the match to succeed. Yang et al [ 12] 

provides much more detail description and comparison of the approaches listed in 

Table 2.1. 

At the same time, the goal of designing a recognition system is to classify future 

test samples which are likely to be different from the training samples. Therefore, 

optimizing a classifier to maximize its performance on the training set may not 

always result in the desired performance on a test set. In essence, in spite of the 

seemingly different underlying principles, most of the well-known neural network 

models are implicitly equivalent or similar to classical statistical pattern recognition 
methods. What is more, the average computation cost of these techniques is high. On 

the other hand, template matching approaches ( 16], (17] are usually applied to frontal 

face detection and recognition. While computationally cheaper, they are sensitive to 
factors like facial expression, illumination, scale and orientation. 

One of the most successful and well-studied techniques to face recognition is 

the appearance-based method. The most popular appearance-based approach for 

face detection might be the Eigenface approach, which is based on PCA. PCA is an 

eigenvector method designed to model linear variation in high-dimensional data. 

PCA performs dimensionality reduction by projecting the original n-dimensional 
data onto the k<<n-dimensional linear subspace spanned by the leading 

eigenvectors of the data's covariance matrix. Its goal is to find a set of mutually 
orthogonal basis functions that capture the directions of maximum variance in the 
data and for which the coefficients are pair-wise de-correlated. For linearly 

embedded manifolds, PCA is guaranteed to discover the dimensionality of the 

manifold and produces a compact representation. Turk and Pentland [32) use 
Principal Component Analysis to describe face images in terms of a set of basis 
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functions, or "eigenfaces. " 

Another famous appearance-based approach is the Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) [40], which is a supervised algorithm. LDA searches for the 

project axes on which the data points of different classes are far from each other 

while requiring data points of the same class to be close to each other. Unlike PCA 

which encodes information in an orthogonal linear space, LDA encodes 
discriminating information in a linearly separable space using bases that are not 

necessarily orthogonal. It is generally believed that algorithms based on LDA are 

superior to those based on PCA. However, some recent work (4 1] shows that, when 
the training data set is small, PCA can outperform LDA, and also that PCA is less 

sensitive to different training data sets. 

In [15], as a conclusion, it is pointed out that no single approach for 

classification is "optimal" and multiple methods and approaches have to be used. 
According to Hsu et al [18), face detection algorithms using holistic representations 
have the advantage of finding small faces or faces in poor-quality images, while 
those using geometrical facial features provide a good solution for detecting faces in 

different poses. A combination of holistic and feature-based approaches (19], [22], is 

a promising avenue for both face detection and face recognition. 

2.2 Skin Color Detection 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Color information has been widely used to assist face detection. Comparing to 

the shape descriptor and other feature descriptors, color is a low level cue that can 
be discriminative and computationally fast. A typical geometric change, such as 

rotation, translation or scaling can hardly affect the color information. It is also 

well-known that we humans tend to spot easily color changes in the skin tones [40). 
At the same time, its limitation is also well-known. Color is very sensitive to 
illumination changes and the color bias of the camera. And commonly, information 
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like the white balance setting and the prevailing illumination condition detected by 

camera when the image was captured can not be assumed. Also, using only color 
for face detection is not enough, since it cannot necessarily distinguish faces from 

other objects with a similar appearance like body skin and wood. Therefore, other 

cues are needed to be combined with color for the verification of the skin color 

region as a face. But still, color is useful in the pre-processing step because it may 

significantly remove many pixels which are obvious belonging to non-face objects, 

which in turn alleviate the computation cost of upcoming steps. 

So an essential part of a face detection system is the modeling of the skin-tone 

color distribution and the design of effective skin color filters [43], (44], (45]. Such 

skin filters can rapidly remove non-skin color pixels, which in turn dramatically 

reduce the amount of pixels needed to be processed in subsequent steps of the 

recognition process. Unfortunately, all the aforementioned color-based face 

detection approaches will meet difficulties for images with complex background and 
illuminations. They can even inflict potential loss of facial features, thus degrading 

performance in the later face recognition stages. 

2.2.2 Skin Color in Different Color Spaces 

Numerous color spaces are developed for various applications (46]. Most of 

them are transformed from the RGB color space and many of them are trying to 

split the color information into chromaticity and intensity components, such as the 

YCbC, and HSV color spaces. However, the de-convolution of luminance and 

chromacity planes is not necessarily successful in all cases. In some cases, the 

chromaticity component may still depend on the intensity of the RGB values. 

Several studies have been made to evaluate the color spaces for skin detection 

[47][48][49][50][51][55](56]. In [51], Jones and Rehg demonstrated with their 

large-scale experiment that in RGB space the histogram provides slightly better 

results than the mixture of Gaussians. Zarit ct al [56] compared five color spaces 
(CIE Lab, Fleck HS, HSV, normalized RGR and YCbC,, ). According to their study, 
the look-up table approach, which decides if the color is skin-tone by looking up a 
table of possibilities of skin-tone for the full spectrum, performs best with 
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HS-spaces. While for the Baysian decision-based approaches in skin detection, the 

choice of color spaces does not matter. Terrillon et al [53] compared the 

performance of nine color spaces (TSL, NCC, RGB, CIE xy, ClE SH, HSV, YIQ, 

YES, CIE Luv, CIE Lab) on a single Gaussian function and Gaussian mixture in 

their skin color modeling and found out that the single Gaussian model provided 
the best results in normalized color spaces. Caeteno et al (48] compared both the 

models Terrillon used in normalized rg coordinates using skin pixels extracted from 

face, arms and leg areas of different ethnic groups and found the two models have 

similar results. Yang et al (57] compared the Gaussian mixtures with 

self-organizing maps (SOMs) in four color spaces (HSV, Cartesian HS, TSL and 

normalized rg), the Gaussian mixtures only result better in normalized rg space, 

while the SOM approach produces a consistent detection rate in all the four color 

spaces. In (55], Shin et al evaluated eight color spaces (normalized RGB, CIE, XYZ' 

CIE Lab, HIS, Spherical coordinate transformation, YCbC,, YIQ and YUP) with 

criteria: (1) separability between skin and non-skin classes (2) compactness of skin 

colors (3) robustness against illumination variations. The conclusion is that the 
RGB space is the most preferable and the illumination component increases 

separately when one can assume the object has a limited intensity range under the 
illumination or having enough data to assess reliably all possible intensity cases. 

The previous comparative studies indicate that the normalized RGB space 

should be suitable for many applications using skin color, although we understand 
that the results depend on the different test images and different experiment 

parameters. 

2.2.3 Skin Color Models 

The major factor needed to be considered before employing a skin color model 
is illumination. If knowledge is available about possible prevailing and calibration 
lighting, it can be used to choosing or tuning the color model, On the other hand, a 

pure skin tone model fails when the colors of the object shift owing to the 
illumination variation in time or in the spatial domain. 

There are many ways to establish the skin color model. We can sort them into 
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several major categories: 

Statistics Based Classification. Many statistical techniques have been 

employed for skin detection: parametric, such as a Gaussian or Gaussian 

mixtures [58]; semi-parametric, such as the Self-Organizing Map (59] and 

neural networks [60]; and non-parametric, such as a histogram [61] 

(although the number of bins selected would influence the outcome, it is 

generally called non-parametric). 

Selection Based on a Region in a Color Space. A region in the color space 
is to be determined from an image set considered to represent varying skin 

appearance. After the skin tone region is defined, it can be used to filter out 

non-skin pixels. The region can be represented in two ways: a look-up table 

or threshold values [62]. A problem related to these approaches would be 

the boundary decision for the skin region. Outliners and values at the 

boundary are likely to be noises, and should be removed. 

Color Correction for a Region-based Approach. Hsu (18] suggested a 

skin color model with a color correction step. But their color correction 

approach has invalid assumptions that would cause data loss (50](63]. We 

will explain the problems of their assumptions in detail when it is compared 

with our lighting compensation approach, Since none of the color 

constancy approaches is robust enough, we do not consider using it when 

setting up our own skin color model. 

Skin Color Modeling with a Skin Locus. The goal of skin locus [63) is to 

provide robustness against changing intensity and tolerance toward varying 
illumination chromaticity. The knowledge of the so-called 'skin-locus' 

itself does not assume the distribution or probabilities in the spectrum for 

the skin color. It only defines the area that has the maximum likelihood for 

possible chromaticity and in this way tolerates inherently non-uniform 
illumination fields. For this approach, extra information like spectral power 
distribution of illuminations or possible white balancing conditions must be 

known. It is shown to be better under lighting variations than other 
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state-of-the-art methods [66), and fails in some cases [63][64). To calculate 
the locus, one needs spectral knowledge of the camera, illumination 

conditions and skin. Although the spectral knowledge of the illumination 

and skin can be easily obtained (49][67], the camera characteristics are 

often unavailable. The information can be obtained either from the 

manufacturer of the camera, or by taking face images in the illumination 

range with the allowed camera settings. For the latter case, the illumination 

range must be based on the given application, Examples to be used should 

contain the maximum and minimum color temperature, and some from the 

middle range. Also, one has to know the number of possible white 
balancing and the lighting conditions under which they are done. Skin locus 

seems to be a promising approach to gain a hardware-optimized result to 

handle the chromaticity change for skin color, and can be used in the 

architecture we suggest. But since it is hardware related, therefore, we are 

not going to discuss it in this thesis. 

2.3 Facial Feature Detection 

Facial feature detection has attracted a lot of attention due to its applications in 

fields of computer vision and graphics and a lot of research has been done to 

capture the communicative ability of the face. Applications like facial expression 

analysis, animation and coding need to detect the facial features robustly and 

efficiently. Also, rather then just detecting the positions of facial features, the shape 
information would be needed as well. The variability in appearance of facial 

features changes, due to pose, lighting, facial expressions etc., makes the task 

difficult and complex. 

In a typical face region, many features are considered for face detection, such 

as the eyes and/or their comers, the nostrils, and the mouth and/or their comers 
[96](97]. Eye detection is a key problem in both face detection and face recognition 
because eyes are important facial features of human beings, It is known that face 

alignment, which has a large impact on recognition accuracy (80], (81], is usually 
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performed with the use of eye positions [82]. It is also important for applications 

such as iris identification, human-computer interaction, face tracking. 

According to Ji et al. [83], current eye detection methods fall into two categories: 

active and passive. Active eye detection generally uses the special physical property 

of pupil under Infrared Radiance (IR) illumination [84]. These methods have been 

proved to be robust and accurate for specific applications. But the limitations of these 

methods are obvious. On one hand, IR illumination would be interfered in outdoor 

environments where there are other IR illumination sources, i. e. the strong reflection 

of the full spectrum sun lights. On the other hand, these methods cannot be used to 

process ordinary images or videos which do not contain the IR information when 

captured. What is more, sometimes even the bright pupil effect needed for IR-based 

eye detectors would be affected by pose, orientation and shadow. Examples of these 

cases are given in Fig 2.1. Given all the limitations mentioned, the active IR 

approach needs a controlled environment of usage, which is obviously not suitable 
for the face detection system we are after. 

(a) 

ý'"a 

(h) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig 2.1 Pupil lost cases. (a). eye closed (b) profile (c) looking down (d) shadow 

Passive eye detection methods detect eyes within visual spectrum. For passive 

eye detectors, Huang and Wechsler [85] divided these detectors into two major 

categories. The holistic approach attempts to locate the eyes using global 

representations (89], like Pentland et al's modular eigenspaces (86] and Sarmaria's 

HMM based algorithm (87]. The abstractive approach extracts and measures discrete 

local features, and then employs standard pattern recognition techniques to locate the 

eyes using these features. Features like gradient directions [88], projection function 

(89], and deformable templates [90], [9 1] are used in previous works. 

Most of these previous works concentrated on gray level images, which features 

only depend on gray intensity. While color images are becoming popular, we can 
have more cues, but at the down side, the data volume to be processed increases 

dramatically. Thus, we need to find some efflicient cues for fast eye detection. 

In our system, our facial feature detection process starts with eye comer 
detection. There are several reasons choosing to start with the eye comer detector. 

First of all, it is well known that each eye has two comers. Whatever perspective 
the face image is, i. e. the profile angle as Fig 2.1 (b), at least one eye comer would 

still exist. The only case eye comers all disappear happens when the eyes are widely 

open due to expressions like astonishment. Even in this case, eyebrows and pupils 

can still help forming comers detectable. Therefore, eye comers can be considered as 
both pose and expression invariant. 

What is more, comer detectors can also be invariant to rotation, scale and small 
distortions. As shown in Fig 2.2, detectable eye corners can be fon-ned in both high 

resolution and low resolution images. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig 2.2 Eyes in different resolutions (a) High resolution (b) Low resolution 

il 

Eye comers are also robust to illumination changes due to its distinctiveness 

from the adjacent skin, the convexity of the eyeball, the concavity of the eye sockets, 

and the wrinkles of the eye lids. As shown in Fig 2.3, the right eye is in shadow ofthe 

nose bridge. Details of eyeballs and eye lids are missing. Texture and color 

distinctiveness is also severely weakened. Yet the convexity of the eyeball and the 

wrinkles on the eye lid still manage to form corners. 

Fig 2.3 Eyes in different illumination conditions 

For the reasons above, we consider comer a robust tleature to start with our eye 
localization process. At the same tirne, facial hair and shadows on the face would 

also form corners, which will cause false positives. Therefore, after the eye corners 

are detected, more heuristics would be needed to verify the eye. 

As we understand that facial feature detectors will not be perfect, false positives 
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would be inevitable. Therefore, after the facial feature detection, an additional 

verification process would be necessary to localize the actual face. 



CHAPTER 3 

Skin Region Detector 

3.1 System Design 

First of all, we would dedicate a section to describe our system architecture 
briefly. 

After all the analysis in the previous chapter, we choose to setup our face 

detection system with the architecture shown in Fig. 3.1. It is similar to the 

architecture suggested by Hsu et al in [18]. 

First, a lighting compensation is needed to calibrate the skin color. Then a skin 

color filter comes into place to eliminate the obvious non-face pixels. After that, the 

mask generated by the skin color filter is refined by using morphological operators 
to remove noise and regain the important facial features. Now with the skin patches, 
facial features as eyes would be detected. When it is done, mouth area and human 

face configuration information would be utilized to locate the faces and eliminate 
false positive results. 

This is the theoretical system design. In a real system implementation, the 

current lighting compensation approach might need to be replaced with algorithms 
that are optimized for image capture devices. If the lighting compensation 

algorithm is changed, the skin color model will also need to be changed. Also, 

images might be changed into video frames for video surveillance and tracking 

applications. 

Dependent on the requirement of the application, an optional step of face 

contour extraction might be added to the architecture, The process would extract 
the contour of the human face by some edge detection/tracing algorithms. For 

example, the Hough transformation ( 1'91 that Hsu used in ( 18] or the JPEG-LS edge 
detector (20] may be used. Then it will crop the face base on the contour extracted 
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and feed it for later process. This step is not included in this thesis. 

i Input 
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Fig 3.1 Architecture of our face detection system 

3.2 Introduction 

Color is a low level feature that ean be powerful, discriminative and 

computationally fast. As mentioned before, although color information has 

limitations and is not enough for face detection, it is still a useful cue to eliminate 
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obvious false objects in the background. This is particularly useful when we are 

going to detect faces in outdoor environments where the background would be 

cluttered with various objects. The challenges here include: illumination, skin color 

modeling and merging skin color pixels into segments. 

In the upcoming sections, we would propose and analyze a more robust skin 

region detector that exhibits a better behavior with respect to the above problems. 
The goal of our skin color region detector is to achieve the highest accuracy and 

performance, with the least assumptions being made. The paper is organized as 
follows: In Section 3.3, the proposed detector is described in detail. Section 3.4 

includes comparisons with other known schemes and results from the application of 
the proposed scheme on a variety of face databases, Conclusions are drawn in 

Section 3.5. 

3.3 Proposed Scheme 

Our skin color region detector has three major steps, - 

Adaptive lighting compensation 

Skin color modeling and filtering 

Mask refinement 

3.3.1 Adaptive Lighting Compensation 

Due to the complex illuminated environments in the real world, a lighting 

compensation algorithm seems to be indispensable for a robust skin-tone color 
detector, With the aid of lighting compensation, the skin color distorted by 

illumination can be corrected to an acceptable extent. The skin-tone color 
boundaries in our approach can be defined more accurately as compared to other 
known schemes [181, [751, which will be shown in explicitly in the experimental 
results section. 

In fact, the benefits of lighting compensation are twofold, First of all, the risk of 
losing a face due to illumination is dramatically lowered. This is essential since for 
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an automatic face detection system under unconstrained environment. Especially for 

surveillance systems in important facilities like airport, losing even a single face 

candidate is unacceptable. Secondly, with the stricter and more accurate skin-tone 

color boundaries, more non-face patches can be eliminated. As a result of the 
decreased number of false positives, the processing cost of the upcoming stages of 
the face detection pipeline will be decreased. 

According to J. C. Terrillon et al's skin-color based segmentation and face 

detection analysis in different color spaces [53], the normalized RGB color space 

yield the best segmentation results and therefore result in the most robust face 

detection systems. Considering Terrillon's result and other comparative studies 

mentioned in Chapter 2, we choose the normalized RGB color space as the color 

space for our lighting compensation algorithm, as well as for our skin color model 

and filter. 

The well known normalized RGB color space transformation for any channel (R, 

G or B) is shown in equation (3.1). 

N` C 
R+G+B 

(3.1) 

Where N,, is the normalized channel value for a single channel C(R, G, B). The 

triplet of the normalized channel values represents the percentage of each channel 
instead of its absolute value in the RGB color space, so it is a more constant metric 

with respect to minor illumination changes. From the transformation, we can 
discover another reason to use the normalized RGB color space, which is, it indeed 

reduces the dimensionality of the color space to 2. With NR+NG+Na=l, the 3-D RGB 

color space is projected to the normalized plane, as shown in Fig 3.2. That will 
benefit the later process in the lighting compensation and skin color filter stages of 

our scheme in terms of computation reduction, since the data volume is reduced by 

1/3. Other researchers like [57] generally use the normalized R and G channel, 

which equals a projection from the normalize plane to the r-g plane, But that would 
inevitably change the density of skin color region. To avoid this distortion, we 

choose to transform the coordinate to the normalize plane. 
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Fig 3.2 Normalize plane 

Various lighting compensation, also called color constancy algorithms, 
including Grey World (GW) (46], Modified Grey World (MOW) [50], White Patch 

Retinex, [46], have been proposed to solve the problem of face detection, But most of 
them are defined in the RGB color space or color spaces that claim to be able to 

separate luminance form chromaticity, such as YCbC, or HSL. 

The Grey World algorithm is based on the assumption that the spatial average of 

surface reflectance in a scene is achromatic. Since the light reflected from an 

achromatic surface is changed equally at all wavelengths, it follows that the spatial 

average of the light leaving the scene will be the color of the incident illumination 
[54]. 

The MOW and White Patch Retinex algorithms'are indeed modifications of the 
GW algorithm. The experimental results provided in [54] shows that the Grey World 
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(GW) color constancy algorithm performs no worse than MGW and White Patch 

Retinex. And without duplicate value removal and sorting operations, the GW 

algorithm has the lowest computation cost, so that the GW algorithm is chosen to be 

the basis of our adaptive lighting compensation algorithm. 

The standard GW algorithm is defined as 

SC = 
Cod 
CaVg 

(3.2) 

Here Sc is the scale factor for one specific channel C(R, G, B), while Cad and 
C,,, g are the standard mean gray value and the mean value of this channel. In spite of 

the variants of GW algorithms, Cna is generally considered as a 50% ideal grey under 

the canonical [15]. For example, in the normalized RGB color space, since the 

maximum normalized channel value is 1, Cjd = O. S. In the usual RGB color space 

where the maximum value of each individual channel is 255, Cjd =O. 5x255=1 28. 

The limitation of the standard GW algorithm is obvious. From our experience, 

we noticed that the fixed standard mean value will not fit well for various real world 
images. Especially for images with dim foreground objects and a dark background, 

such as photos with night scenes, will be over-compensated. This problem is caused 
by the way that C,,, g is calculated. The mean value of each channel will be 

underestimated due to the black pixels, which have the value 0. And in fact, these 

black pixels have no contribution to reflection, so that should be considered as 

outliers. On the contrary, for scenes that have large bright backgrounds, in each 

channel the C,,, g would be overestimated. The result of the overestimation is that the 

brightness and contrast of the whole image will be incorrectly lowered. In essential, 

the central issue with the standard GW algorithm is that it will modify the image 

blindly, not considering if a correction process is really needed. So that when the 

contrast of objects in the scene is high, it tends to alter the image incorrectly. 

When it comes to the normalized RGB color space, all the pixels with 'balanced' 

channels (except black ones) should have value as (1/3,1/3,1/3). Due to machine 
induced round off errors in the floating point channel magnitudes, we still consider 

pixels within range [0.329,0.331] to be 'gray' due to round errors. These pixels are 
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already gray pixels with various intensities, and can be used to help judging if the 

image really needs correction. The phenomenon is shown Fig. 3.3, which has a very 

nice white balance. As can be seen from the histogram, each channel has most pixels 
fall into the range [0.3,0.35]. 

(a) 

Fig 3.3 Scene with black background (from Yahoo News photos 1781): (a) Original image (b) 
Normalized channel distribution 

To overcome the two issues addressed above, we developed our adaptive 

lighting compensation algorithm. In our algorithm, the formulae we used are listed in 
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equation set (3.3). 

m 
Ngray,,,: I 

I 
(INR NGI+INR-NBI<0*001 

Rgray 
m 

m 
N 

non - black = M- (N R=NG=NB =0) 

m 
y, (max(Njý, NG, NB) + min(N R, NG, NB (3.3) 

ýstd ýI 2xN 
non - black 

m 
Z NC 

Cavg =NI 
non - black 

SC = 
ýYtd 

Cavg 

Where Nc (CE (R, G, Bj) is the normalized value of a channel, Mstands for the 

number of pixels in the image and Nnon-black is the number of non-black pixels in the 
image, Ng,.,, y is the number of pixels in gray-tonc, and Rg,.,, y is the ratio of gray pixels 

to all pixels. 

Theoretically, Ng,,, y should be the number of pixels with identical values in each 

channel, which means NR=NG=Nu, In the normalized RGB color space, only two 

values meet the requirement, which are 0 and 1/3. But considering the rounding error 
in floating-point computation, we count pixels whose difference in the three channels 
is smaller than 0.00 1 as gray pixels, The ratio R,,,.,, y is used tojudge if the image needs 

compensation. If Rg,,, y is larger than 0.5, that means the color image has over 50% of 

the pixels are in gray-tone color, which implies that the image color might be too dull. 

On the other hand, if Rg,,, y is smaller than 0.1 implies that less than 10% of the pixels 

are in gray-tone color (including black and white) which is unlikely to happen. In 

these two cases, we consider the image needs lighting compensation, and then Sc will 
be calculated to calibrate each channel, The value of C,, td is actually obtained from 

summing the dominant normalized channel with the weakest normalized channel for 

each pixel in the image and then dividing by two times the image dimensions. The 
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laveraging'of the dominant channel and the weakest channel is done in order to solve 

the over-compensation issue of the standard GW algorithm. This results in an 

adaptive mean gray value of the whole image. C,,, g is the mean of non-black pixels in 

each channel. We also limit the scale factor Sc in the range [0.8,1.2] based on 

empirical results. 

The algorithm for light compensation can be summarized in the following steps, 

a) Calculate the ratio of gray pixels in the image based on the set of 

equations in (3.3). 

b) If the ratio is greater than 50% or less than 10%, the image needs 

adaptive lighting compensation. Use the set of equations in (3.3) to do 

this. Otherwise, lighting compensation will not be performed, which in 

turn saves computation. Calculate the channel scaling factors with or 

without light compensation. 

c) Clamp the resulting scaling factors for each color channel within the 

range [0.8,1.2] 

(a) (b) lcl 

Fig 3.4 Scene with black backgrourid (from Yahoo News photos 1281): (a) Original image (b) Over 

compensated image by standard GW algorithm (c) Result of our adaptive lighting compensation 

Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 demonstrate how our adaptive lighting compensation 

overcomes the issues of standard GW. In Fig. 3.3(b), we can see that the standard 
GW algorithm over-com pen sates the image. It even causes chromaticity changes in 
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skin color and loss of facial feature details. While in 3.3(c), our lighting 

compensation algorithm correctly increases the contrast level on the face. When it 

comes to Fig. 3.4, which has a bright white background, the standard GW algorithm 

suppresses the value of all channels. Once again, our lighting compensation 

algorithm survives the challenge. 

(a) (b) 

Fig 3.5 Scene with white background (from Purdue AR database 129j): (a) Original image (b) Result 
of standard GW algorithm (c) Result of our algorithm for adaptive lighting compensation 
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(c) 

Fig 3.6 Scenes with biased color tones (from HHI MPEG7 databasc[261) 

Upper: (a) Red-biased Image. (b) Green- biased Image, (c) Yellow- biased Image 

Lower: The corresponding correction results with our adaptive lighting compensation 

In Fig. 3.6, three scenes with extremely biased tone, due to suppression of color 
information of one or two channels, are put to test. With the help of our lighting 
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compensation algorithm, all the images are restored to normal tone. The results again 
demonstrate the robustness of our adaptive lighting compensation algorithm. 

3.3.2 Skin Color Modeling and Filtering 

Regarding the color filtering and modeling step of our scheme, the authors in 

[55], [56] demonstrated that the normalized RGB color space performs almost as 

well as the standard RGB space in terms of cluster compactness. This allows us to 

reduce the space dimensionality (from 3D to 2D) in order to achieve a simpler skin 

color model and reduce the cornputation cost in both the lighting compensation stage 

and the filtering stages. 

To set up our skin color model, we selected around 200 faces, which include 

facial features and various races, from the Yahoo News database [781. An example of 

cropped faces is shown in Fig. 3.7. 

Fig 3.7 Cropped faces to be used to setup our skin color model. 
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in Fig. 3.8, the skin-tone color distribution is modeled in different color spaces, 

which include standard RGB, YCbG and the normalized RGB color space we use. 
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Fig 3.8 Skin-tone color pixels modeled in different colour spaces. From top to down: RGB, Y(',, C,, 
normalized RGB, and the normalized plane we used. 

As we can see from Fig. 3.7, the chosen normalized RGB color space has a more 

compact cluster of skin color than in the RGB and YCbC, color spaces. Also, it is a 

2-D space since all values are actually on the plane NR+NG+NB= I. In order to avoid 

affine transformations and to work on the exact plane, we pertorni a coordinate 

transformation with (3.4) for each pixel. The transformed coordinates are shown in 

Fig. 3.8. 

Ng 00 
Nf 
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(I - NR) x sin 

Cos ;r 6 (3.4) 
(NG - NB) x cos 

Cos ;T 
6 

After the transformation, the normalized R channel then becomes the x axis, 

with reverse direction. So that the higher the normalized value of the NR channel, the 

closer it is to the origin of the new coordinate system. The y axis of the new 

coordinates is decided by both the normalized G and B channels as shown in the 

equation above. Considering the transformation formulae for y, the numerator 

consists (NG-NB). So if the magnitudes of the two channels are 'balanced', they value 

would tend to 0. The reason to transform the new coordinates system in this way is as 
follows: It is well known that the skin color would tend to red even when there are 

ethnic differences, because there is blood running under skin cells. This implies that 

red would be the dominant color component. 

0.4 .......... ..... . ...... 

0.3-1 ............ ................ ........ ...... .............. 

0.2 ................. ....... . ...... 

0.1 ................ ...... .................. 

.......... 

0.1 ................ 

.................... 

0.3 .......... 

0.4 ................ ............. ................... 

n F; -; 0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0. a 0.7 OS 0.9 1 

Fig. 3.9 The coordinates used. 

After the coordinate transformation, we have the skin-tone color distribution on 
the plane NR+NG+Ng =1, as shown in Fig. 3.10. And from Fig, 3.10(a) we can see 
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that, there are actually many outliers in our model. They are mostly caused by the 

facial features including facial hair, eyes, lips, and etc. To remove the outliers, we 

apply a morphological opening filter with a diarnond-shape structure element, 

considering the skin color distribution as an image. From (c) and (d), we can see 

there are some obvious vertexes in the model. 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3.10 (a) The binary image ofthe modeled skin color (b) The density map ol'the model (c) 'File 
binary image of the model after applying the filter (d) The density map ofthe filtered model 

These are the boundaries of the skin color Cluster we use For our skin color filter. 

The skip pixels are bounded by a pentagon with vertices (0.31,0,05), (0.45,0.1), 

(0.542,0), (0.5, -0.2) and (0.38,0) as shown in Fig. 3.11. And the equations are listed 

in (3.5): 
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y: 5 -0.7134x+0.2714 
y:! ý 0.3571x-0.0036 

y:! ý 1.6667x-0.6333 (3.5 

y -0.2065x+0.051 I 

y 4.7619x-2.5 8 10 

Some results of our skin color filter on diffierent skin-tone colors are shown in 

Fig. 3.12. Our skin color filter can well adapt to different skin-tones of different races. 

Another example is given in Fig. 3.13 for more white and black athletes. Our skin 

color filter works well with the upcoming mask refinement step. 

5- 

Fig. 3.11 Boundary gained from skin color filtering. 
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(a) (h) (c) 

Fig. 3.12 Skin color filter result for different skin colors (a) White (b) Black (c) Yellow 

Upper: Original images 

Lower: Skin filter + flood filling results 

We understand that skin color modeling plays a very important role in our face 

detection system architecture, and there are other maybe better modeling approaches 

available. Given that our architecture is an open one, for a real system, we can choose 

the skin locus to achieve a device-optirnized skin color model which would be more 

appropriate for the application. 

The restrictions of our skin color filter are loose since this would give us an 

advantage in terms of avoiding the loss offace candidates, As a tradeoll, this brings a 

dramatic increase in the number of false positives. To eliminate these I'alse positives, 

some post-processing steps are needed. 
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(a) 

(h) 

Fig. 3.13 Our skin filter applied to athletes. (a) Original image (b) Skin filter + flood filling result 

3.3.3 Mask Refinement 

Regarding the mask refinement stage of our scheme, existing skill-tone color 

filter algorithms like [18], [23], [44], [45], have no further processing of the 

produced inask after the skin color filtering. In consequence, lots of noise pixels 

which do not belong to the skin regions remain. The retention of' these irrelevant 

pixels will in turn place heavy computational loads on subsequent stages of tile Lice 

recognition process, such as the feature extraction and face verification. 

We believe that in the real world, where images have complex backgrounds and 
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illuminations, it is unrealistic to expect that the skin color filter itself, no matter how 

sophisticated it is designed, can eliminate all the non-skin pixels that lie in the 
background and other objects. In this sense, further processing is needed. Towards a 

solution to the noise issue, or at least to suppress it, we choose to utilize 

morphological operators (58], [69]. 

The assumption for our mask refinement scheme is simple. We assume that 

contours of human body parts, especially faces, to be smooth curves. That means any 

jagged contour; sharp comers or protrusions would be smoothed. Also, there should 

not be holes in the face skin area that do not belong to the face itself. We consider our 

assumption a common knowledge of human faces. 

The foundation of morphological image processing is the Mathematical 

Morphology theory, which is built upon Lattice theory and topology, Morphological 

operators are image operators that based on shift-invariant (a. k. a. translation 
invariant) operators, principally on Minkowski addition, named after Hermann 

Minkowski. Minkowski's addition of two sets X and Y is defined as: 

A (DB=la+b: aEA and be B) (3.6) 

Fix a point 0 in the plane. Point 0 is called the origin. The directed segment 
OA from the origin to an arbitrary point .4 in the plane is known as the A's 

radius-vector. Radius-vectors of two points can be added according to the rule of 

parallelogram. To find Minkowski's sum of two sets one must consider the totality 

of all possible sums of a point from one set and a point from the other. If the origin 
is translated from point 0 to 0', the sum of two sets is translated by the same 
distance, but in the opposite direction. A visual representation of the Minkowski 

addition is shown in Fig. 3.14. 
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Fig. 3.14 Minkowski addition. (a) shape A (b) shape B (c) Minkowski addition of A and D 

Minkowski addition is also called the binary Dilation of A by B. In contrast, the 

binary Erosion can also be defined using Minkowski addition as: 

A-B= (AC ED B)C (3.7) 

In practice, the original image is considered as A, and B would be the structure 

element used to smooth the shape. To solve the problem when the structure element 

reaches the edge of the image, a padding scheme is applied, For the dilation 

operator, pixels beyond the image border are assigned the minimum value afforded 
by the data type. For binary images, these pixels are assumed to be set to 0. And for 

the erosion operator, pixels beyond the image border are assigned the maximum 

value afforded by the data type. For binary images, these pixels are assumed to be 

set to 1. 

The particular sequence of our morphological operators is as follows. First, a 
dilation operation is applied, with a diamond-shaped structure element. Small gaps 

would be reconnected with this 4-connected structure element. This operation would 

result in the expansion of contour patterns. In some cases, tile contours of the patches 

may contain important facial features such as eyes or lips on the boundaries of the 

patches which have been potentially filtered out by the skin color filter, due to their 
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different color. This situation is mostly dominant in profile style facial images. 

The second step is the flood fill operator. 8-connected contours with a hole in it 

will be filled by this operator. From Fig. 3.15(b) and 3.15(c), we can see how tile 

dilation operator manages to reconnect the separated contour ofthe skin patch due to 

lip color. With the reconnected contour, the lip area would be regained by the later 

flood fill operator. 

(a) (h) (c) 

Fig. 3.15 Facial features on the contour. (Image from 111-11 MPEG7 database [26]) (a) Original image. 
(b) Result after skin color filter (c) Result after mask refinenient 

The third step in our scheme is the opening operation. Tile property of' this 

operator is that it is anti-extensive and will not introduce new edges in the contours. 

Its main role is suppressing sharp protrusions and the eliminating narrow passages. 

For both the dilation and opening operators, we choose diarnond-shape structure 

elements, which are close to disc-shape structuring elements in discrete spaces (see 

Fig. 3.16). Also, the disc-shaped structure element will recess to dianiond-shaped 

ones in small granularity. An important property of the dianiond-shaped structure 

elements is that they make the morphological operations orientation invariant. One 

more reason to use the diamond-shape structure element is that it can be decomposed 

in to straight line structure elements [69]. The logarithmic decomposition call be 

used to significantly accelerate the morphological trans format ion process. 
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Fig. 3,16. Structure elements (images taken from MATLAB help document) (a)dianiond shape (b) disc 
shape 

Finally a binary area opening operator is used. For binary area opening, we 

consider objects that have less than 120 pixels as noises. From [7] we know that 

nowadays, the smallest size of face on which existing face detection algorithms are 

applied is II by 11, which rneans at least 121 pixels are needed for a tace candidate to 

be verified as face. On the other hand, if the resolution of the face is too low, even if 

it can be verified, it cannot provide enough facial fleature inflormation t1or recognition 

use. 

By using a carefully chosen combination of morphological operators, our 

scheme gains several advantages: 

Firstly, most of the noises in the backgrOUnd can be successfully removed. This 

would benefit our skin color filter design since we can loosen the restrictions of the 

skin color boundary definition with re-application of ski n tone modeling and II Itering, 

thus leading to higher detection rates. As it is well known, there is always a tradeoff 

between false negatives and false positives when designing a skin color filter. In our 

scheme, we can boost the detection rate by leaving the Calse positives ofthe model Ing 

and filtering stage to be suppressed in this stage. From Fig. 3.17, we can see that our 

mask refinement scherne is effective since sparse dot shaped noises, together with the 

line shape noises in the background, i. e. the fringe of the car window in the third 
image, are completely removed. 
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FýK. 3.17 Background noises removed by mask refinement (a) Original image. (b) Mask gained after 
applying skin-tone colour filter. (c) Mask gained afler mask refinement. (d) Final result 

Secondly, the mask refinement process also enables the retention of important 

facial features such as eyes, nostrils, lips, and also bright/shadow spots on the face, 

which obviously have a different color to the ordinary skin. With the help ofthe I'lood 

fill operator, holes in the mask would be filled, so that tile alorementioned Features 

would be retained. An example for the facial tleatUre retention i's given in Fig. 3.18. 
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(a) 

Fig. 3.18 Facial fetures retained by flood-fill operator (a) Original image. (b) Result of Sandeep et 
al[ (71 j without filling (c) Result after mask refinement 

Last but not least, the mask refinement stage can help to overcorne the artillacts 
issue in JPEG format images. Nowadays JPEG is the most popular image 

compression format, but unfortunately, it is block based. That will inevitably cause 

some artifacts on the edge of the segment gained by skin color filter. The mask 

refinement can remove these artifacts by smoothing the edge of the segment, and in 

turn achieve a better contour segmentation. An example is given in Fig. 3.19. In Fig. 

3.19, we can notice that a part of the glasses frame remains after skin color filter. It 

should have different color to skin, but because it is in the same block with adjacent 

skin pixels, it is coded as the skin color, 

I 

. 0- . 

(a) (h (C) 

Fig. 3.19 JPEG artifacts and removal (from 11111 MIIEG7 database [261) (a) Original image. (b) 
Result after skin color filter (c) Result after mask refinement 

The comparison of our scheme to other published works, like [ 18], [45], will be 
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shown and analyzed in the experimental results section. 

3.4 Experimental Results and Analysis 

3.4.1 Performance Analysis 

Compared to the scheme proposed by Garcia et al [45], our scheme has much 
lower algorithmic complexity as shown below. 

For an arbitrary image consisting of n pixels, the complexity of our algorithm is: 

0, (n) + 0. (n) + 0/ (n) 

While the complexity of Garcia's algorithm is: 

(3.8) 

0, + 0, (n) + Oý(n) + 0, (n) + 0, (n) (3.9) 

Where 0,,, Oq, 01, Op, Of, and 0,,, respectively represent the operations for color 
table setup, color vector quantization, skin color table lookup, pixel evaluation, pixel 
filtering, and morphological filtering. It is well known that the clustering technique 
in [45] entails a color table setup which is computationally expensive. Also it is not 

guaranteed to produce accurate results, since it depends on the different data samples 

used and on the choice of various initial points for clustering [72). In implementation 

terms, table lookup operations will cause lots of 1/0 operations, and vector 

quantization operations are also computationally expensive. 

In the algorithm we propose, the mask is a binary image. In most cases, it can be 

stored in memory and morphological operations performed on it will be extremely 
fast. It has to be noted that even if we ignore the operations regarding the color table 

setup procedure in Garcia's algorithm, still 0 << Oq+01, 

Furthermore, our scheme can achieve further speed-ups by applying the new 
queue-based contour processing algorithm, as presented in [68), which is based on 
fast binary neighborhood operations for accelerating morphological processing. The 
logarithmic decomposition of the diamond-shaped structure element can bring it 
further and make parallel processing possible. 
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3.4.2 Experimental Results and Comparison 

In the skin color modeling section, we obtain the skin color region for our model 
from 200 faces examples. We choose to enlarge and shrink the skin region area by 

moving the vertexes locations. In the case of enlargement, the two vertexes on the x 

axis move out of the pentagon for value 0.05 horizontally. And the other three 

vertexes move vertically out of the pentagon for value 0.05. For the shrinking case, 
they move in the opposite direction with the same step length. The comparison of the 

region change is listed in Table 3.1. 

TABLE 3,1 

COMPARISON OF CHANGING SKIN COLOR REGION ON CHAMPION DATABASE [771 

Scheme Current Enlarge Shrink 

Stage 1. Skin Color Filter 

No. of FP 69,551 92,139 110,269 

DR 99.53% 100% 67.74% 

Stage 2. After Processing 

No. of FP 1,801 2,471 918 

DR (%) 99.53% 100% 67.74% 

Final FP avg. 1.421 1.952 0.725 
FP: False Positive, DR: Detection Rate 

From Table 3.1, we can find out that enlarging the skin color region increases the 
detection rate. Yet at the same time, it introduces a lot of false positives, which is 

37% more than the current one. On the other hand, shrinking the skin region 

reduces the false positives, but the detection rate fall dramatically to 67.74%, which 
is far below the acceptable level. From the data we can know, the current skin color 

model is rather 'optimal' for general use. 

In [75], Chai and Ngan proposed a color-based scheme specifically designed for 
face segmentation in videophone applications. It works on fixed CIF-sized images 

and is not a face detection system since they assume there must be faces in the 
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images. In this sense, our comparison with that scheme is only in terms of face 

segmentation accuracy. 

The major stages of Chai's scheme includes: color segmentation, density 

regularization, luminance regularization, geornetric correction and contour 

extraction. After the skin color filtering, density regularization is applied. 4x4 blocks 

are used to build the density map and the density value is quantized from 0 to 16. 

Then, if a full-density block can remain in the extracted segment depends on its 

neighbors. This is somehow similar to the morphological operators we used. But 

without the lighting compensation, the skin color filter and density map cannot 

guarantee the right segmentation of face from the background. As illustrated in Fig. 

3.20, without the lighting compensation, it is hard to achieve tile correct face 

segmentation. 

. 
it 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.20 Image and mask gained after skin-tone color filter that the density map approach will fail. 
(image from 1-1111 MPEG7 database [761) (a) Original yellow-biased image. (b) Mask generated by 
skin color filter without lighting compensation 

In Chai's scheme, for the geometric correction stage, any patch with less thall 

four horizontally or vertically connected blocks will be eliminated. This is indeed 

assuming a face has the minimum size 16x 16, which means, it is scale dependent. 

Also, the horizontal and vertical scan assumes the face is upright. That implies that 

the scheme would also be rotation and orientation dependent. III Our scheme, tile 

morphological operators we used have the scale, rotation, and orientatioil invariant 

properties, which bring more robustness in our system. 
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Fig 3.21 compares our scheme with Chai's method. As can be seen, our scheme 

can correctly segment the face from the background, without the vcrification process 
based on more assumptions. So far, if our skin region detector is used to alter Chal's 

algorithm, we can already have similar results. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3.21 Segmentation accuracy comparison with the Ngan's approach (a) Input image (b) Mask 
produced by Chai's scheme (c) Mask produced by our scheme 

Hsu et al's work [ 18] has a similar architecture to our scheme. In their work, the 

face localization section includes five steps: lighting compensation, color space 

transformation, skin color detection, variance-based segmentation and connected 

components grouping. This is considered as stage one. After the face localization, 

rectangle merging is applied to obtain the face candidates for feature extraction, 

which is considered as stage two. In our scheme, there are three steps. To have a 
head-on comparison with Hsu's two-stage architecture, we group our lighting 

compensation and skin color filter as stage one and we name it skin color filter. The 

mask refinement belongs to stage two which is named after processing stage. 

First of all, the lighting compensation method introduced by Hsu et al In [ 18 ] 

uses "reference white" to normalize the color. This originates frorn the White Patch 

Retinex algorithm. There are two assumptions here: 

1) An image usually contains "real white". 

2) The dominant bias color always appears as "real white". 

Hsu considers tile pixels with top 5% of' lurna (nonlinear garn nia- corrected 
luminance) values in tile image as the rellerence white only il'the IlUmber ofthose 
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pixels Is sufficiently large (>100). It is also claimed that the image will not be 

changed if the sufficient number of reference white pixels are not detected or the 

average color is similar to skin tone. 

The lighting compensation works fine in Hsu's work, but it is not as robust as the 

adaptive lighting compensation used in our scheme. in our opinion, the first 

assumption they used is general. But the second one is stricter than the achromatic 

assumption of our scheme. For the top 5% luma as reference white criteria, we can 

find some exceptions. The exceptions would be scenes taken in night and the 

foreground objects are underexposure. Here we take the image we used before in Fig. 

I as an example. As shown in Fig. 3.22, none of the pixels falls in the top 5% luma 

value (range from 200 to 250 on the X axis). So the fact that this image will not be 

changed in Hsu's scheme might cause a false negative. As can be seen in Fig. 3.22, 

our lighting compensation scheme will still manage to adjust the color. To be more 

specific, the luminance of this image to a better level. 

PBX--Is 

2ýjjlj 
F- 
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I "i :, Do 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.22(a) Original image. (b) Histogram of luma (1) in YCbC, color space 

As to the average color criteria, for red tone images, Hsu's scheme might not 

work well either. For example, the image in Fig. 3.21 has a red tone background. The 

average color of that image is 185,45,321 (corresponding to the R, G, B channels 

respectively) which falls inside the skin tone color boundary in our case. In contrast, 
Hsu's scheme will not change the image despite the fact that this image needs 
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lighting compensation to segment the human face from the skin-tone like 

background. With the aid of our adaptive lighting compensation, our scheme can 

segment the face and the background in the end. From the above, we can see that our 

scheme is robust enough to survive both the exceptions that Hsu's scheme does not 
handle well. 

I 

I 

(a) (b) (c) 

ii 

Fig. 3.23 Image and mask gained after skin-tone color filter. (Image from HHI MPEG7 database 1261) 
(a) Original yellow-biased image. (b) Lighting compensation algorithm by Hsu et al. (c) Lighting 

compensation by the algorithm proposed. 

As shown in Fig. 3.23, our adaptive lighting compensation method has a better 

correction result than Hsu's scheme. In Hsu's result, some parts of the background 

such as the curtain and the man's shirt are not corrected and remain yellow-toned. 
That causes some false positives after the skin color filter is applied. In our case, not 

only the number of false positives is much lower than Hsu's, but also the sizes of 

these patches are smaller, which can be judged from the visual result and the mask 

generated. 

With respect to the skin color modeling, we know that there is a tradeoff between 

the False Positives QPs), denoting non-face segments remaining In the image, and 
False Negatives (FNs), denoting real face segments missing from the image. The 

Detection Rate (DR) means the 1, N number ratio to all real faces. The stricter the 
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boundary for skin color, the less FPs and more FNs there would be. For automatic 
face detection security systems, having a few FPs is more tolerable than having an 
FN. But in reality, suppressing an FN usually means introducing hundreds or maybe 

thousands of FPs. With such a consideration in mind, we apply relatively loose 

restrictions on our skin color model to keep FNs as low as possible, and turn to the 

mask refinement for FP suppression. Results on the HHI MPEG-7 database are 

shown in Table 3.2 for a head on comparison with Hsu's work in a variety of head 

poses. 
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The experimental result is encouraging. The scheme we proposed achieves the 

same detection rate compared to Hsu's scheme. While at the same time, it manages to 

suppress more FPs, showing a 33.58% less FPs in average in the final result. 
Performance wise, as shown in Table 3.3, our mask refinement has a higher 

computation cost than Hsu's rectangle merging in stage 2. However, the advantage 

our scheme gained in stage I is significant. Thus it makes our schme 37.36% faster 

than Hsu's in overall computation time. Our second stage is slower simply because 

our morphological operators act on contours of patches for noise removal and 

smoothing and in this database this costs more operations than rectangle merging. 

TABLE 3.3 

PERFORMANCE ON THE HHI MPEo7 IMAGE DATABASE [76] 

Schemes 11su's Ours Diff, 

No. of images 206 206 

Time avg. in Stage I (sec) 1.56 0.71 54.49% 

Time avg. in Stage 2 (sec) 0.18 0.39 -116.67% 

Total time average (sec) 1.74 1.09 37.36% 

Results measured on a PC with 1.7GHz processor 

Hsu also showed results on the champion database (77] from the Breakfast for 

Champions winners from 1999 to 2003. Since this database has been updated, we 

also used photos from the year 2004 in our test. In 11su's, case, 227 images were 

selected for testing but unfortunately it is not mentioned in the paper [ 18] how they 

did the selection. Thus, we choose to use all the images in the database to do a 

comparison, excluding only the non-photo and monochrome ones. Consequently, our 
image set contains 1267 images in total and it is guaranteed that the 227 images Hsu 

selected are included. The images in the Champion database are mostly portraits, 

ranging from frontal to half-frontal poses. Most of them are with simple background 

and simple variety of illuminations. The result of our scheme comparing to 11su's is 

shown in Table 3.4. 
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TABLE 3.4 

RESULTS ON THE CHAMPION IMAGE DATABASE f771 (IMAGE SIZE -150X220 
Scheme Hsu Ours 

No. of Images 227 1,267 

Stage 1. Skin Color Filter 

No. of FP 5,582 69,551 

DR (%) 99.12% 99.53% 

Time avg. (sec) 0.080 0.052 

Stage 2. After Processing 

No. of FP 382 1,801 

DR (%) 99.12% 99.53% 

Time avg. (sec) 0.012 0,047 

Final FP avg. 1.683 1.421 

Total time avg. (sec) 0.092 0.099 
Results measured on a PC with 1.7GIlz processor. 
FP-. False Positive, DR: Detection Rate 

Performance wise, our scheme runs 7.6% slower on average than Hsu's. After 

analysis, we consider there are three causes for this result, First of all, the images in 

the Champion database have a smaller size which is beneficial for Hsu's scheme, 

while it is less advantageous for ours. This is due to the fact that in an image of N 

pixels, Hsu's complexity is O(N*IogN) due to the sorting operation for "real white" 

pixel identification, while ours is 0(7V), It can be seen that the distance N*IogN-N 

gets smaller as Ndecreases, thus for small images, the speed-ups we gain are smaller. 
In fact, the performance gap between the two schemes in stage 1, which includes 

lighting compensation, color space transformation, and skin color filtering, is only 
35% to our favor, as compared 54.49% in the HIII database, 

Secondly, due to the simple background, the number of patches retained after 
stage I is much smaller than in the IIHI database. In Hsu's scheme, distances of 
rectangle pairs are computed, thus for N rectangles the average time complexity is 
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00). Our morphological operators act on each rectangle enclosed patch separately, 

so the time complexity is O(N). It is obvious that Hsu's scheme would benefit more 

than ours from the simple background, since the distance between 0 and O(N) in 

such cases is smaller due to the smaller number of rectangles to merge. 

The last cause is that the sizes of the skin patches in the images are smaller. For 

the rectangle merging, the coordinates of the four vertices of a rectangle are 
dependent on the area of the patch. The coordinates are calculated by sorting the x 

and y coordinates of all pixels in the patch separately and then combining the 

minimum and maximum values from the two sorting operations. The sorting 

operation has an average time complexity of O(N*IogN), where N is the number of 

pixels equal to the patch area in the discrete space. In our scheme, morphological 

operators work on the contour of the patch. Let M represents the number of pixels on 

the contour of a patch, it can be easily seen that M<=N, giving our scheme time 

complexity O(M). Again we see that the reduction of the patch size benefits more 
Hsu's scheme than ours, since the distance N*IogN-M increases faster with N than 

with M. 

For the three reasons above, we can observe from the tables, that the advantage 

of the stage 2 in Hsu's scheme to ours increases from 116.67% to 291.67%, 

Although lost ground in the performance comparison, our scheme still keeps the 

accuracy advantage. The average FP number of our scheme is 1.421, while Hsu's is 

1.683, In this aspect, our scheme is 18.39% better. Furthen-nore, even with a much 
larger image set, our scheme can still achieve higher detection rate. As mentioned 
before, it is a tradeoff between accuracy and performance. We consider for an 18% 

accuracy increase, a 7.6% performance loss is worthy. 

To further demonstrate the performance and accuracy of our scheme, 

experiments listed in Table 3.4 are run on 9 series (13 images each, 117 images in 

total, uniformed size 768x576) from the AR database (4] and dbfl and Yahoo news 

photos databases (various sizes, 327 images in total) [24). The AR database is 

designed for face recognition. All images in it have nearly plain white background 

and exactly one face in each image. Also, the images consist of frontal view faces 
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only. However, the difficulties of the AR database lie in the various facial 

expressions, different illumination, and occlusions (including sun glasses and 

scarves). The Yahoo News image database contains 327 real-life images. These 

images not only have complex backgrounds, but also contain more than one face per 
image. Furthermore, there are body parts other than faces, for example palms and 

arms in some of them. All these factors make it a very difficult database for face 

localization. The results are shown in Table 3.5. 

TABLE 3.5 

REsuLTs ON AR DATABASE r791 AND Ymoo NEWS PHOTOS f78 
Image Set AR Database Yahoo news 
Image No. 117 327 

Step 1. Adaptive Lighting Compensation 
Time (see) Average 0,3685 0.1408 

Step 2. Skin Color Filter 
No. of FP 44,476 39,928 
DR (%) 100% 100% 
Time (sec) Average 0.8305 0.2925 

Step 3. Mask Refinement 
No. of FP 540 2,408 
DR (%) 100% 99.62% 
Time (sec) Average 0.5847 0,2505 
FP avg. 4.6154 7.3639 
Runtime avg. (sec) 1.7837 0.6838 

Results measured on a PC with 1.7GIlz processor 
FP: False Positive, DR: Detection Rate 

For the AR database, our scheme achieves a perfect detection rate, while the 

average FP number is well controlled to 4,6154. Visual result of a series of images is 

shown in Fig. 3.24. And on the Yahoo news database, our scheme can still achieve 
99.62% detection rate, with the average FP number suppressed to 7.3639. 
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3.24 A set ofiniagcs and results from AR database 1291 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have presented a fast skin region detector lor color images. 

Our scherne first uses an adaptive lighting compensation method to correct the 

affection of illumination on color. Then a skin color filter within the nornialized RG13 

color space is used to determine skin color pixels. Finally, morphological operators 

are applied in our mask refinernent stage, in order to eliminate background noises, 

regain facial features, and smooth patch contours. The novelty in our scheme lies in 

the adaptive lighting compensation and the mask refinement with morphological 

Ff )s 
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operators, 

Experiments on several face image databases/photo galleries and comparisons to 

other works in the literature demonstrate the robustness and computational effliciency 

of our scheme. In next chapter, we will build up our face detector based on the work 

of our skin region detector. 



CHAPTER4 

Face Detector 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will propose and analyze an unsupervised and robust face 

detector based on our previous skin region detector [92). The skin region detector 

provided a solid foundation for the face detector that will be constructed in this 

chapter, But there are still quite a few false positives in the skin regions detected, 

including human skin regions other than faces and background objects which have 

colors close to skin. These false positives need further processing to be eliminated. 
Also, in order to localize the face and determine the orientation, the configuration of 
facial features has to be verified. 

As mentioned in the literature review section, eyes are essential facial features 

needed to be detected for both face detection and recognition applications. Also as 

explained in the same section, eye comers are considered to be robust features to start 

the detection process with. Therefore, our face detector will start with detecting 

comers as interest points. But only eye comers are not yet enough to detect eyes, 

other cues like edges and local gray pixels are to be used later to verify the eye 

candidates. After the eye detection step, the mouth area is to be detected. Finally, 

configurational knowledge of human faces will be used to verify the face. A novel 

and efficient verification model is presented to verify the face candidate and 
determine the orientation of the face. 

The chapter is organized as following: In Section 2, the construction of our eye 
detector will be shown. Follows up in Section 3, our mouth area detection and face 

verification process is presented. Experimental results and analysis would be given 
in Section 4. The chapter will conclude in Section 5. 
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4.2 Eye Detection 

The proposed scheme consists of four major steps: 

- Adaptive corner detection 

- Edge detection 

- Local gray pixels detection 

- Merging and eye localization 

4.2.1 Adaptive Corner Detection 

In the first step, a Harris comer detector [93] is used to detect comers in the skin 

patch. The assumption here is that human eyes form a special texture on the face 

image. In the normalized RGB color space, the red channel is mostly associated with 

skin color [92]. So that from the remaining two channels we chose the normalized 
blue (NB) for eye detection because from experimental results, we find out that it is 

less prone to noise and illumination and gives better eye localization results than the 

normalized green channel (NG ). In Fig. 4.1, a face with uneven illumination is shown. 
When comparing 4.1 (b) and 4.1 (c), we find that for the right eye in shadow, the NB 

channel has a more distinguishable representation over the No channel, as well as the 

noise level is lower. 
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Fig. 4. L (a) Original image (b) Dilated image of N(-, channel (c) Dilated imageofflichannel 

In the traditional Harris comer detector, the irnage derivatives 6(, and d, are first 
22 

x calculated. Then the squared derivative d and d, together with (ý,, d, are sinoothed 

by a Gaussian filter, which in turn result in the Gaussian blurred derivative image 

1,, and After this, the Harris measurement is computed as (4,1 ). 

0.04 x+1,.,, 

Finally, local maxima are extracted by performing a grey scale morphological 

dilation and then finding points in the corner strength image that match the dilated 

image and are also greater than a threshold. 

The traditional Harris comer detector is rotation- i nvari ant, but is not scale 
invariant. Multi-scale version Harris corner detector is suggested in 19811991. 

According to K. Mikolajczyk et al's comparison result in I'l 00], the I larris corner 
detector has the second matching score, which the Hessian-afline descriptor has tile 
best score. But tile computation cost ofthe Hessian matrix is much higher than tile 
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Harris comer detector. As Raghavendra et al pointed out in [101), the calculation of 
the Hessian matrix requires 36 addition and 36 multiplication operations for each 

pixel. This is too high a cost for us to afford in our system. 

Other point of interest detectors, such as SIFT [ 102] and SIFT-PCA [ 103], are 
introduced and reviewed in [104], but their accuracy and robustness improvements 

are based on dramatically increased computation cost. At the same time, it is not 

guaranteed to give us the local interest point needed for the eye comer detection. 

For example, we found out that the SIFT algorithm performed even worse than 

the Harris comer detector after we tried it on some of images from the Purdue AR 

database [79] and HHI MPEG7 database (76]. Given the efficiency and robustness of 
the Harris comer detector shown in the experiment, we consider it good enough for 

our eye comer detection scheme. Two examples of the failure of SIFT detector are 

shown in Fig. 4.2. From the examples, it is easy to tell the SIFT detector is not very 

suitable for detecting eye comers locally. In Fig 4.2(a), missing an eye comer in a 

skin patch with high resolution is not acceptable. What is more, if we compare Fig 

4.2(b) and Fig 4.3(a), we can see the SIFT detector is more sensitive to the 
irregularity at the contour of the skin patch. The reason here is that the SIFT detector 

is based on finding the local maxima and minima of the Differentiation of Gaussian 

(DoG) considering the 26-neighbors in three layers of DoG. But the Gaussian 

convolution is operated on the global image, and the a used is fixed. Without 

considering the contour of the skin patch, the irregular points at the contour with high 

contrast to the background are easier to become the local maxima. 
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Fig. 4.2. Detector comparison. (a) original image (b) result of SIFT detector (c) Harris comer 
detector 

Considering the eye in the shadow problem, a low threshold value is applied to 

the Harris comer detector to guarantee that local maxima will not be missed, at the 

potential expense of many false positives. Also, to handle the scale problem, we 

make the standard deviation of the smoothing Gaussian adaptive to the size of the 

skin patch with the condition shown in (4.2). 

a=I, max(x, y) < 200 

a= 2,200 5 max(x, y): 5 400 (4.2) 

,a=3, 
max(x, y) > 400 

Given that a is the standard deviation of the smoothing Gaussian, and x, y 

present the width and height of the skin patch respectively. The following 

assumption is made: The higher the resolution of the possible face, the more details 

would be contained within the patch, thus the larger size of the kernel window should 

be used for smoothing. This means that more trivial details are to be smoothed out. 

(a) 

0 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 4.3 Edge points removal (a) Harris comer detected (b) Edge map of the mask (c) After removal 
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From the experiments, we find out that most of the false corners appear on the 

boundary of the skin patch, as shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). This is due to the high contrast 

and at between skin colors and the black background and the non-convex edge of the 

skin patch. Then we start eliminating these false positives from the boundaries of our 

skin patches by initially detecting edges on the borders of the patch using the Sobel 

edge detector. Since the computation of the edge is performed on a binary image, it is 

very fast (less than 0.3s for a 768x576 image from the AR database [79]). 

After that, we thicken the edge by morphological dilation with a 
diamond-shaped structure element. Then we gain an edge mask of the skin patch (Fig. 

4.3 (b)), and then it is used to remove the comers which fall inside that mask (Fig. 4.3 

(c)). 

4.2.2 Local Gray Pixels Detection 

As we can see from Fig 4.2, other facial features such as facial hair, nostrils or 

mouth can also have comers considered as interest points by the Harris comer 
detector. The next step is to detect local gray pixels. The assumption here is that eyes 

contain local gray pixels. 

This is based on three arguments. One is that, we all know that there are white 

parts on eyeballs, which would appear as 'gray' in the normalized RGB color space 

we are using. Another one is that eyelashesand eyebrows are usually of dark color. 
Last but not least, even when the eye is under the shadow caused by the nose bridge 

or other objects, the iris without reflection will appear as dark- color. So no matter if 

the eyes are highlighted or belong to a shadow area, the darker eyeball and the white 

of the eye will remain relatively gray with respect to adjacent skin pixels. These 

pixels would appear locally 'gray' in the image. In the normalized RGB color space, 

we consider pixels with value: 

ING - 0.3331 + INo - 0.3331: 5 0.09 (4.3) 

as local gray values. 
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Fig. 4.4 Local gray pixels change when expression and illumination changes (a) Ordinary image (b) 
Expression change (c) Illumination change 

A gray map is then built and smoothed by a gray-scale close filter to merge close 

regions, remove outliners, and smooth edges. The local gray pixel detection applied 
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to a series of the AR Database [79] is shown in Fig. 4.4. From Fig 4.4, we can see that 

the local gray pixel of the eye area is robust to both expression and illumination. In 

Fig. 4.4(b), the eyes are narrowed due to expressions, and in Fig. 4.4(c), the eyes are 

under uneven illumination, one is under bright lighting while the other is ill shadow. 
Yet in both cases, there are still local gray pixels detected. 

After that, the gray map is combined with the surviving Harris comers from the 

first step that are located inside the patches. Only corners matches tile local gray 

pixels around will be kept and passed to the next step. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the two 

comers caused by nostrils can now be removed because there is no local gray pixcl 

adjacent to them. There are still two remaining FPs because the black beard also 

shows as relative gray. In our practical implementation, in order to save computation, 

we combine the gray map with the edge map gained in next step, before start 

eliminating false positives. 

Fig. 4.5. Gray map 

4.2.3 Edge Detection 

The third step of our scherne is edge detection. Diff'erent edge detectors are used 

to generate the edge map of the skin patch. 

The argument here is that the special structure of the eye Would show many 

edges on the skin patch. The eye socket, the eyeball, the cyclid, the eyelash, tile 

eyebrow, and even wrinkles at the eye corner Would generate identifiable edges 
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around the eye comer detected. Some edge detection algorithms are introduced and 

evaluated in [105]. As shown in the experimental results of the [105], The Canny 

edge detector [106] achieved the best detection rate when applied for detection 

applications, and has the second lowest computation cost in the five representative 

edge detection approaches. 

From empirical experience, we addressed a major disadvantage of the Canny 

edge detector for our application. The problem is that it would generate too much 

edges for a high resolution patch because the richness of details. At the same time, 

the performance suffers. The problem is illustrated in Fig 4.6. The reason of the 

overkill of Canny detector is the edge tracing step. For images with low resolution, 
Sobel detector is good enough. At the same time, Sobel detector is essentially one 

single step of the Canny detector, so that the performance will be improved 

significantly. 

For skin patches with dimension max(x, y): 5 400, a Canny edge detector is used. 

Otherwise, a Sobel detector is used. The reason here is that, for small size skin 

patches, the Canny edge detector can retain more details inside the patch, which is 

more important to detect a low resolution eye. On the contraryý for a large size skin 

patch, a Sobel detector is insensitive to noises. 
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Fig. 4.6. Edge detector comparison for images: (a)(d) Original images, (b)(0 Results of' Canny 

detector (c)(f) Results of Sobel detector 

From Fig. 4.7, we can see that with tile help ofthe edge rnap, the two false 

positives caused by the beard can now be eliminated in the upcoming merging and 

eye detection step. 
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Fig. 4.7. Edge map 

4.2.4 Merging and Eye Detection 

The final step of our eye detection scheme is to group the internal I larris corners 

to blocks, whose size is also adaptive to the size of the skin patch. Since the contents 

of these blocks are indeed binary values, their sum is calculated and the block can be 

accepted or rejected by a threshold. In our current experiments, all non-zero sum 

blocks would be retained. This computation is accelerated by a convolution 

operation with 3-by-3 matrix made of ones. 

Then a Gaussian smoothing operation is used and local maximas are extracted. 

These also help to merge adjacent interest points. '['he final result of the process is 

shown in Fig. 4.8. 

Fig. 4.8 Final result ofthe proposed eye detector 
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Another example of the whole processing of our eye detector is given in Fig. 4.9. 

(ý, O 

Fig 4.9 (a) original image (b) gray map (c) edge map (d) final result 

4.3 Face Verification 

4.3.1 Mouth Area Detection 

Similar to the eye detector, we first observe the characteristics ofthe IIIOLltll ill 

different channels. The empirical results show that in the N(; channel, our mouth 

area detector works better than in the NH channel. As can be seen fi-oni Fig 4.10, in 

the NG channel, the mouth area is distinctive and other features like eyes and fiacial 

hair are obscured. Therefore, the NG channel would be used to detect the mouth. 

(c) ((I) 
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Fig. 4,10 The mouth area in difTerent channels (a) NR channel (b) NG channel (c) NH channel 
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First of all, the NG channel of the skin patch is stretched to full range. This 

helps increasing the contrast between the mouth area and the adjacent skin. The 

range to be stretched is defined by the bottom I% and the top I% of all pixel values. 

A histogram would be built with 100 bins. Then the average value (dl,,,,, ) ofthe first 

bin and the last bin (dhigh) would be used as the current range value. Pixels with 

value under dl,,,,. or over dhigh would be clipped. Finally the range is expand to the 

full range [0,1] by (4.4): 

d- dh, 
gh 

- d, 
0 

(4.4) 

After the range stretch operation, a gray-scale morphological opening operator 

with a diamond-shaped structure element is used to smooth the skill patch, in order 
to remove minor noises. The result of this process is shown in Fig 4.11 (a), 

I h) ic) 
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Finally, the average of the non-black pixels is calculated. The pixels higher 

than the average would be filtered out. Also, considering the effect J PEG-artl facts, 

we need to eliminate the pixels on the edge of the patch, using the mask edge 

generated in the eye detection process. After filtering out the pixels, again we apply 

a morphological opening operator on the image to eliminate the outliners. The final 

result is shown in Fig 4.11 (b). 

Fig. 4.11 Mouth area detection (a) smoothed image (b) mouth area detection 

After some experiments, we found out that our mouth area detection approach 

is robust to both illumination and expression. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. It is 

noticeable from the Fig. 4.11(b) that given high enough resolution, the nostril 

would also be detected by the detector. These false positives of nostrils will not 
interfere the verification process in the upcoming section, on the contrary, they help 

making the verification process more robust. 

We choose not to call our mouth area detection process a mouth detector. The 

reason here is that it is not designated to detect the mouth. Nostrils, eyeballs and 
shadows on the face might also be detected, although they might not at all be able 
to interfere in the upcoming configurational verification. Not to cause confusion 
about the definition of this detection process, we consider it ail integrated step in 

our face verification scheme. 

(a) (h) 
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Fig. 4.12 Mouth area detector under expression and illumination changes (a) Ordinary image (b) 
Expression change 

4.3.2 Configurational Face Verirication 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, human face perception skill is based oil both feature 

and configurational information. So that based on the eye candidates and tile 111OUth 

area detected in the last two sections, we start our face verification process based oil 

the configurational knowledge of human faces. 

For each pair of eye candidates detected in section 4.2, a verify area is generated 

within a rectangle, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The two circles represent the detected eye 
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candidates. The angle between the two diagonals is 30 degrees. The two diagonals 

define the verification area for the mouth area. Since we do not assume the 

orientation of the face, the verification area contains two possible sides. The 

orientation of the verification area would be decided by the location of the eye 

candidates and the size proportional to the distance between the two eye candidates. 
So that it is both scale and rotation invariant. 

--. I 

Fig. 4.13 The verification area. 

Given a pair of face candidates with location (xj, yj) and (x2, y2), the vertexes of 

the verification area can be decided as-, 
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D=J(x1 -x2)2 +(y1 -y2)2 

DL =D- cotangent(I 50) =D- (2 + f3-) 

Ax = 
jyj 

-y2l*DL (4.5) 

D 

A =lxl-x2l. 
DL 

yD 

The five vertexes are then with coordination (xj- Ax , yl- Ay ), (x2- Ax y2- Ay ), 

(xl+ Ax, yj+ Ay), (x2+ Ax, y2+ Ay) and 
XI+X2 yl+y2 

All the values would be 
(2'2 

rounded because the coordinates in digital images are discrete integer values. Also, 

values exceed the boundaries of the patch would be clipped using the mask. 

If there is mouth area detected within the verification area, the eyes and the 

mouth are considered as a possibly correct configuration of a face. If there is none, 

the pair of eyes candidates is not a correct pair of eye candidates for verifying the 

face. Illustrated in Fig. 4.14, with the eye candidates detected, the verification area 

is decided. The verification area successfully evades the interference of the false 

positives caused by ears, eyes and shadows on the face in the mouth area detection 

procedure. On the other hand, false positives caused by nostrils, would in reverse 

strengthen the accuracy of the verification. 
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Fig. 4.14 The verification process. (a) Eye detection (b) Mouth area detection (c) Verification 
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False positives of eye candidates and mouth areas rernam an issue for our filce 

verification process. In some cases, more than one eye candidates for each eye are 

detected. Therefore, some rules are needed to handle the effect of' ralse positives 

from both the previous eye detection and mouth area detection, and also duplicate 

eye candidates. The rules are listed as 11ollowing: 

(i) For two overlapping rectangles that both have mouth areas inside, the one 

that has more niouth area pixels wins. 

(2) Since the verification area has two sides, in the case ol'inouth area appears 
in both sides, the side has the largest area is consider as the side lor face 

configuration. 

(h) ý, I 
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Fig 4.15 Verification Rules (a) Eye candidates (b) Mouth area detected (c) Verification areas (d) 

Rules are needed for verification 

Fig 4.15 is used to illustrate the rule for veritication. The two FPs at tile 

moustache would be eliminated because there is no mouth area detected in the 

formed verification area. For the eye on the right, two candidates are detected. The 

pair of these two candidates will not pass the verification either. Yet together with tile 

candidate of the eye on the left, they both have mouth area Calling inside tile 

verification area. In this case, rUIC (1) is needed. So that the pair that has larger 

verification area wins. 

To determine if two triangles are overlapping, the I leron's Formula is to be used. 

a+b+c 
S= 2 (4.6) 
S, = 

ýs (s - a)( -v- b)(s - c) 

(a) 
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Here a, b, c represents the length of the three sides of a triangle, and SA is the arca 

of the triangle. By the calculation of equation set (4.5), we already have the 

coordinates of all the vertices of the verification area. By Heron's formula (4.6), we 

can judge if a point is inside the triangle. Given point X and a triangle AABC, if 

SAXAB+ SAXAC+ S&YACý SAABC, then X falls inside triangle AABC. From this 

calculation, we can know that whether two verifcation triangles are overlapping or 

not. To accelerate the the calculation, we will first judge if the coordinate of a point 

falls into the rectangle form by the two eye candidates and the two vertices. If not, 

then the triangle judgement is not needed. 

In Fig 4.16, false positives caused by the eyebrows also have some pixels fall 

inside the top verification area. Then rule (2) comes into place to confirm that the 

lower part of the verification area contains the real mouth, which means, the 

orientation of the face is correctly decided. 
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Fig 4.16 Verification Rules (a) Eye candidates (b) Mouth area detected (c) Verification areas (d) 

Rules are needed for verification 

4.4 Experimental Results 

4.4.1 Results of the Eye Detector 

As compared to other supervised eye detectors 1821 1941, the algorohni 

complexity and computation Cost Of Our scheme is 1-nuch lower. This makes tile 

proposed scheme applicable to real-time fiace detection or tracking systems. 

We have our eye detector tested on the AR database [791 and Champion database 

[77]. Image set dbi'l from AR Database (117 images in 1) groups) and all the images 

(a) 11) ý 
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from Champion database are used for evaluation. The AR database has a uniforni 
image size of 768x576. And the images in Champion database have an averagc size 
ofl50x220. 

Experimental results are shown in Table 4.1 and are encouraging. It shows that 

our scheme is very fast in the AR and Champion databases (average time 2.33 and 
0.198 seconds per image respectively with un-optimized code), while retaining very 
high detection rates (100 and 92.38% correspondingly), 

TABLE 4.1 

RESULTS ON AR DATABASE AND YAI loo NEWS PtIOTOS 
Scheme AR Database Champio 
No. of Images 117 1,267 

Stage 1. Harris comer detection 
No. of FP 3,337 20,901 
DR (%) 100 93.45 
Time avg. (sec) 1.738 0,152 

Stage 2. Gray map 
No. of FP 2,115 12,454 
DR (%) 100 92,74 
Time avg. (sec) 0.198 0.009 

Stage 3. Edge map 
No. of FP 146 2,443 
DR (%) 100 92.38 
Time avg. (sec) 0.394 0,037 
Final FP avg. 1.247 1.93 
Total time avg. (sec) 2.330 0.198 

Experimental results on AR database [79] and Champion database (771 on a 1.7GI Iz processor 
FP: False Positive, DR: Detection Rate 

4.4.2 Results of the Face Vedrication 

Continuing on Table 3.4, we compare our final result to I Isu's approach [ 18]. As 

shown in Table 4.2, our facial feature detection approach is 5.59 time faster than 
Hsu's. Although we are slower at the first , two stages' in the architecture, the final 

result is that our approach becomes 5.02 times faster, in the'end. As to the accuracy, 

we achieve a slightly higher detection rate in an image set'that has more images. The 

average false positives are well controlled, which is'2 M-less. Till now we can claim 
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that our system outperforms Hsu's system. 

TABLE 4.2 

RESULTS ON THE CHAMPION IMAGE DATABASE (IMAGE SIZE -I SOX220 

Scheme 11su Ours 

No. of Images 227 1,267 

Stage 3. Facial Feature Detection 

No. of FP 14 63 

DR (%) 91.63% 92.38% 

Time avg. (see) 5.78 0.876 

Final DR (%) 91.63 92.38 

Final FP avg. 0,062 0.049 

Total Time avg. (see) 5.872 0.975 
Results measured on a PC with 1.7GIlz processor. 
FP: False Positive, DR- Detection Rate 

The reason that our scheme is superior is multifold. First of all, our facial feature 

detection scheme does not include the iterative morphological operations to detect 

the eyes. Our scheme bases on local heuristics to detect features and configurational 
information to verify the face. The computation cost for all these heuristics are very 
low when compared to the iterative process. The 5.59 times performance gap 
demonstrates that the combination of cues and configuration dramatically reduce the 

computation cost. The robustness and accuracy improvement of our scheme is 

expectable. Hsu et al exploits the color information for the eye and mouth detection. 

No other cues or configurational knowledge is utilized. Our scheme makes use of 

multiple cues including color, comer and edges. Also, analogous to human face 

perception skill, our face verification scheme make use of the configurational 
knowledge of human faces, this eliminates 

-lots of false positives. The higher 

detection rate and the much lower FP average prove the combination of features and 
configurational knowledge a successful approach. 

In Table 4.3, we demonstrate our face verification approach on the AR database. 
For the AR database, since our face detector now' depends on the mouth area for face 
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verification, 3 mouth-occluded images in each series would not be able to pass flic 

verification. So that they are not included into the test set. The result is inspiring, our 
face verification approach work perfectly on the AR database, leaving no false 

positives and achieve the 100% detection rate. 

TA13LE 4.3 

RESULTS ON AR DATABASE AND YAHOO NEWS PHOTOS 

Scheme AR Database 

No. of Images 90 

Stage 4. Face Verification 

No. of FP 0 

DR (%) 100 

Time avg. (scc) 1.187 

Final FP avg. 0 

Total time avg. (sec) 5.301 

Experimental results on AR database (791 and Champion database [77) on a 1.7GI lz processor 
FP- Fake Pnqitive,. T)R- Detertion RAtA 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have proposed a fast face detector based on the skin detector 

of the previous chapter. The adaptive comer detection, local gray pixels and adaptive 

edge detection forms our eye detector. A mouth area detector using adaptive color 
information is also proposed. For the face verification, configurational knowledge is 

used. The novelty of our face detector is that we combined feature extraction and 

configurational information verification, which is analogous to the face perception 

mechanism of human beings. 

Several strategies are also proposed to handle the false positives gcncratcd by 

the two detection processes. The experimental results on the AR database and the 
Champion database turn out this combination works very well, Ilic accuracy, 
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performance and robustness of our scheme outperform the existing unsupcrviscd 

schemes like Hsu's [IS], 



CHAPTER5 

Conclusion 

5.1 Conclusion 

The main contribution of this thesis as a whole is that it showed that the 

combination of simple heuristics for skin/eye and mouth detection in conjunction 

with image processing operators achieved very good accuracy/complexity trade-offs 

in face detection. 

In Chapter 3, the main contribution of our skin region detector is the mask 

refinement procedure introduced. The introduced skin region detector is proved to be 

very robust for real life images. Working in the normalized RGR color space, the 

proposed adaptive lighting compensation algorithm overcomes several limitations of 

the current lighting compensation and has fewer assumptions. A simple skin color 

model is set up based on much fewer samples than others and yet proved to be good 

enough for usage in many cases. After the skin color filter, the mask is refined using 

morphological operators. The morphological operators are very cfficient on 

suppressing noises, smoothing contours and bringing back important facial features. 

Comparison based on performance analysis and experimental results are made to 

some existing algorithms. 

In Chapter 4, an eye detector is first proposed. With the help of the novel 

adaptive comer detector, local gray pixel detection and edge map, the eye detector 

achieves a high detection rate with a relatively low computation cost. After tile eye 

detection, to mimic the mechanism of human face perception, a face verification 

approach based on configurational information comes into place. It works by first 

detecting the mouth area, and then verified it it is inside the verification area of eye 

candidate pairs. The verification area introduced is, both rotation and scale invariant. 

At the same time, an orientation-decision strategy and a strategy to solve the 

covering and overlapping problem caused by -'Ns6 positives from the dctcctors are 
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proposed. Also, experiments run on several face databases demonstrate tile 

accuracy, efficiency and robustness of our scheme, when compared to cxIsting 

algorithms with similar architecture. 

5.2 Future Development 

We have to admit there are still limitations in our scheme. For example, the face 

verification part is now limited to the cases that the mouth is not occluded, Also, 

there are a lot of improvements that could be done to make it go further. For the 

verification area, exploring the heuristics for verifying the nose in it may be able to 

provide a solution to the occlusion by scarf problem in the AR database [79]. 

On the other hand, the current implementation of our system is for the theoretical 

research and algorithm evaluation, so that it is not optimized for any hardware 

platform or specific applications. For example, our face verification algorithm is in 

some way similar to the problem of geometry instancing and occlusion culling in 3D 

computer graphic area. So that if needed, GPGPU (General-Purpose Graphic 

Processing Unit) programming [107] can be used help to accelerate the process. 

Another example of this type of optimization can be the color space transformation 

and our lighting compensation algorithm, GPUs can provide hardware acceleration 

to matrix normalization and clamping. At the same time, since the processing of our 

algorithm is patch based, it is highly parallelizable. Parallelism would be able to push 

the performance of our algorithm even higher. 

For existing learning algorithms like boosting, our scheme can also be helpful. 

The algorithm developed and heuristics discovered in our scheme, can be used to 

either alleviate the computation cost, or improve the accuracy, For example, tile 

lighting compensation algorithm can also be used to increase tile constrast of tile 

features like shape, texture or configuration extracted. The more accurate the weak 

classifiers are, the faster the boosting algorithm will converge and the better 

detection rate is to be expected. Also, our verification process can be combincd into 

the learning methods to further suppress the false positives, 

Last but not least, although our system is designed for still imagcs, it can be uscd 
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on videos as well. For any detection or tracking system on videos, it must start with 

the first frame. The algorithms and heuristics of our system can be used on this first 

frame to extract the possible face candidates, then these candidates can be strengthen 

or discarded using the information in upcoming frames. For the tracking algorithms, 

the more accurate the first localization of the objects after, the better the tracking 

algorithm can perform. 
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1 Color Spaces 

The Color Model is defined in [1081 as: An abstract mathematical model 
describing the way colors can be represented as tuples of numbers, typically as three 

or four values or color components. Adding a certain mapping function between the 

color model and a certain reference color space results in a definite "footprint" within 

the reference color space. This "footprint" is known as a gamut, and, in combination 

with the color model, defines a new color space. 

A. 1.1 RGB 

The RGB color model is an additive model in which red, green and blue (often 

used in additive light models) are combined in various ways to reproduce other 

colors (Fig. A. 1. ). The RGB color space is implemented in many different ways The 

most common used is the 24-bit implementation, with 8 bits, or 256 discrete levels of 

color per channel. 

Fr- 

I 1, , ig 
-I 

IR(iII color model 

Common color spaces based on the RGB model Include sR(; H, Adohe RGH and 
Adobe Wide Gamul RGB- 
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A. 1.2 CMYK 

IM 

CMYK is a subtractive color model used in color printing, This color model is 

based on mixing pigments of the following colors in order to make other colors: 

- C=cyan 

- M=magenta 

- Y=yellow 

- K=key (black). 

Fig .12 CMYK Colol Illodel 

The mixture of ideal CMY colors is subtractive (cyan, magenta, and yellow 

printed together on white result in black). CMYK works through light absorption. 

The colors that are seen are from the part of light that is not absorbed, In CMYK, 

magenta plus yellow produces red, magenta plus cyan makes blue and cyan plus 

yellow generates green. 

A. 1.3 VIQ/VUV/VCbCr 

YIQ is a color space, formerly used in the NTSC television standard I stands for 
in-phase, while Q stands for quadrature, referring to the components used in 

quadrature amplitude modulation. NTSC now uses the YUV color space, which is 

also used by other systems such as PAL. 
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The Y component represents the luma information, and is the only component 

used by black-and-white television receivers. Y comes from the standard CIFI 1931 

XYZ. I and Q represent the chrominance information. In YIN, the U and V 

components can be thought of as X and Y coordinates within the colorspace. I and Q 

can be thought of as a second pair of axes on the same graph, rotated 33? therefore 

IQ and UV represent different coordinate systems on the same plane. 

A. 1.4 HSL 

The HSL color space, also called HLS or HSI, stands for Hue, Saturation, 

Lightness (also Luminance or Luminosity) / Intensity. While HSV (Hue, Saturation, 

Value) can be viewed graphically as a color cone or hexcone, HSL is drawn as a 
double cone or double hexcone. Both systems are non-linear deformations of the 

RGB colour cube. The two apexes of the HSL double hexcone correspond to black 

and white. The angular parameter corresponds to hue, distance from tile axis 

corresponds to saturation, and distance along the black-white axis corresponds to 

lightness. 

fig. A. 3 HSVcolormodel 

400010- 
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A. 1.5 HSV/HSB 

The HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) model, also known as HSB (Hue, Saturation, 

Brightness), defines a color space in terms of three constituent components: 

* Hue, the color type (such as red, blue, or yellow). Ranges from 0-360 (but 

normalized to 0-100% in some applications) 

* Saturation, the "vibrancy" of the color: Ranges from 0-100%. Also 

sometimes called the "purity" by analogy to the colorimetric quantities 

excitation purity and colorimetric purity. The lower the saturation of a color, 

the more "grayness" is present and the more faded the color will appear, 

thus useful to define desaturation as the qualitative inverse of saturation. 

e Value, the brightness of the color. Ranges from 0-100% 

Fig. A-4 HS V color model 

A. 1.6 CIE XVZ 

In the study of the perception of color, one of the first mathematically defined 

color spaces was the CIE XYZ color space (also known as CIE 1931 color space), 

created by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) in 193 1. The human 

eye has receptors for short (S), middle (M), and long (L) wavelengths, also known as 
blue, green, and red receptors. That means that one, in principle, needs three 

parameters to describe a color sensation. A specific method for associating three 

numbers (or tristimulus values) with each color is called a color space, ot'which the 
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CIE XYZ color space is one of many such spaces. 

In the CIE XYZ color space, the tristimulus values are not the S, M, and 1, 

stimuli of the human eye, but rather a set of tristimulus values called X, Y, and Z, 

which are also roughly red, green and blue, respectively. Two light sources may be 

made up of different mixtures of various colors, and yet have the same color 
(metamerism). if two light sources have the same apparent color, then they will have 

the same tristimulus values, no matter what different mixtures of light were used to 

produce them. 

R9 

K 

x 

Fig. A. 5 Gamut of the CIE RGB primaries and location of primaries on the CIE 1931 xychromaticity diagram. 

A. 1.7 CIE L*a*b* 

CIE L*a*b* (CIELAB) is the most complete color model used conventionally to 

describe all the colors visible to the human eye. It was developed for this specific 

purpose by the International Commission on Illumination (Commission 

Internationale d'Eclairage, hence its CIE initialism). The * after L, a and b are part of' 

the full name, since they represent L*, a* and b*, derived from L, a and b. 

The three parameters in the model represent the lightness of the color (1. *, 1. * 0 

yields black and L*=100 indicates white), its position between magenta and green 
(a*, negative values indicate green while positive values indicate magenta) and its 

position between yellow and blue (b*, negative values indicate blue and positive 
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values indicate yellow). 

+a -a 
+ 1) 

-h 
(a) 

+b 

-h 
(b) 

+a -a 

-I) t 
(C) 

Fig. A. 6. a*b* gamut at (a) 25% (b) Neutral - 50% (c) 75% lightness in the CIE t, *a*b* color space 

Since the Lab model is a three dimensional model, it can only be represented 

properly in a three dimensional space. A useful feature of the model however is that 

the first parameter is extremely intuitive: changing its value is like changing the 

brightness setting in a TV set. Therefore only a few representations of some 
horizontal "slices" in the model are enough to conceptually visualize the whole 

gamut, assuming that the luminance would be represented on the vertical axis. 

A. 2 Face Databases 

In the thesis, four major face databases containing color images are used to 

evaluate the performance and accuracy of our scheme. 

A. 2.1 AR Database 

The AR Database [79] is a set of images designed for use in expression analvsis 

and face recognition. The images in the database are taken under controlled 

environment, with simple background. The reason that we use this database is as 
following. First of all, the images are of high resolution (768x576) and rich of details, 

It is suitable for testing the performance and scalability of a face detection algorithni. 
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Secondly, in each subset of the database, there are various illuminations, facial 

expressions and occlusions. These factors make the database useful for evaluating 
the robustness of the algorithms. A set of the images of the database is given in Fig. 
3.24. 

A. 2.2 HHI Database 

This database is part of the HHI MPEG-7 content set [76]. The characteristics of 
the database include face orientation, skin color like background and facial 

expressions. The face orientation is especially useful for classifier designs. 

A. 2.3 Yahoo News Database 

This image database [78] is collected from the Yahoo News web site, and was 
first used by Hsu [ 18] to demonstrate the robustness of their face detector. The most 

challenging part of this database is that images in it are from real life. That means 

there will be complex background, multiple illumination, various pose and 

expressions, and more than one people in a single picture. All these make it the most 
difficult database for face detection. 

A. 2.4 Champion Database 

The Champion database [77] are portrait images of, high school students in 

Nebraska, which is also introduced by Hsu [ 18). The of the images are of the 

smallest size in the four databases we used. The images in it have people of differcrit 

sex, race, and various orientation and poses. Also the, illumination is not controlled. 
What is more, it has the largest number of images of all, So that it'is still valuable for 

the evaluation of both performance and accuracy of our system. 
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